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PREFACE 

The design of energy efficient homes has been my avocation si nee 

leaving professional architectural practice in 1980. It has been a 

unique opportunity to be in the situation where the time is available for 

an extensive post occupancy evaluation of these homes. I have not in

tended that these residential projects be judged by current 11 architec

tural11 theory, for they were designed to avoid architectural gymnastics 

and fit into the Oklahoma streetscape. If the projects are to be eval

uated on the basis of energy efficiency, thermal comfort, and satisfac

tion provided the owners, there is evidence of success. The owners of 

the homes were their own interior designers. 

Five homes designed by the researcher are evaluated in simple, 

easily understandable terms, to establish how efficient they really are 

and, more importantly, to see if the homes helped disseminate the virtues 

and advantages of passive solar residential design to the persons that 

have worked on or visited the homes. 

A wish to express my sincere gratitude to my clients, the true 

builders. They had an idea and took the risks. I am particularly in

debted to Jan and Roy Montgomery, who have opened their home to countless 

groups and skeptics. They were the real pioneers of my ideas. 

In addition to the home owners, I would like to thank all those who 

aided in the construction of the homes and the execution and completion 

of this study. Sincere appreciation is expressed to Dr. Dan Badger for 

not only chairing my graduate committee, but also for being so available 
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and cooperative in helping me to see this project to completion. I also 

wish to thank Dr. Sue Williams and Dr. James Lawler for their time and 

advice while serving as committee members. In addition to the time Dr. 

Williams has spent on the committee, at some professional risk, I would 

like to thank her for being a friend and ardent supporter of my ideas for 

the last six years. If the state is to get the 11 word 11 concerning energy 

efficient homes out to the pub 1 i c, we need a hundred more 1 ike Sue. 

Neither the work on the homes, nor the work at the University would 

have been worthwhile without the love and cooperation of my family. I 

wish to thank my late mother, Esther G. Larson, who taught me the soft 

and gentle energy paths for as long as I can remember; my sons, Chris and 

Chad, who taught their old father new tricks on the computer; and my son 

Kurt and step-daughter Shelly, who are an unending source of pride and 

good feelings. Finally, to my partner, wife, and best friend, Shirley, 

goes my eternal gratitude for her loving support and patience. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Some homes in Oklahoma are heated for only three cents per square foot 

per year, yet new homes are being constructed in which electric heating 

will cost 10 times that amount. It is feasible to build energy efficient 

homes in Oklahoma, so why are more not constructed? Why is there very 1 it

tle implementation of the energy efficient building technology in Oklahoma? 

In the 1970's, President Carter called the battle for energy independ

ence the 11 moral equivalent of war. 11 The Congress enacted laws to support 

and encourage the conservation of energy. The Supreme Court validated the 

steps taken by Congress. Building and professional engineering and design 

organizations on the national level wrote prescriptive building standards 

that were translated into model codes by which builders and design profes

sions could be required to construct energy efficient buildings. Consumer 

and trade magazines were full of 11 how to 11 articles intended to help create 

a market for energy conservation efficient homes and equipment. 

Since 1980, the Reagan administration has cut the budget of the fed

eral agencies having to do with solar research and energy conservation. 

Regional solar energy centers, funded by the U.S. Department of Energy 

(DOE), have disappeared. The regional centers promoted energy efficient 

home construction by working directly with builders, and material and 

equipment manufacturing associations. The Solar Energy Research Institute, 

(a DOE agency) Report's blueprint of the U.S. effort to become energy self

sufficent was refused federal funds to be published. The emphasis of the 
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national government has changed. Oklahoma•s DOE also disappeared shortly 

after the Reagan administration came into office. 

Nationally, conservation efforts, coupled with the rising energy 

prices, had remarkable success in reducing the amount of money spent on 

energy purchases. According to the fiscal year 1984 Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory Annual Report, the U.S. Gross National Product has increased 22 

percent since 1973, yet the national primary energy use is actually down by 

5 percent (Fiscal Year 1984 Annual Report, 1985). That savings can be 

equated to $140 billion each year. 

Has the energy conservation effort passed by Oklahoma? Has there been 

a breakdown in the network between the builders, design professionals, ed

ucators, and others that is inhibiting the transfer of the skills neces

sary for energy efficient residential construction? There also seems to 

be a perception problem with the basic understanding of the meaning of 

11 energy effi ci ency? 11 An apparent perception problem is made even more 

confusing with the 11 percent energy savings 11 claims that do not reveal the 

basis of the savings, the use of cumbersome and misleading verbalizations 

of techniques, and the showing of photographs of ugly equipment installa

tions that turn off the consumer. 

Truth in describing home energy efficiency can be as economically 

important as 11 truth in lending 11 to the home buyer. Simple costs of instal

lation, total utility costs for operation of the home, and clear graphic 

illustrations are needed to make energy efficienty clearly understood. 

Objectives 

Many personal, economic, and institutional pressures influence energy 

efficient technology adoption in the housing industry. This thesis will 
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examine these pressures on energy efficient construction technology. Six 

case studies of energy efficient homes located in four regions of Oklahoma 

will be used to establish if a pattern exists. Specifically, this study 

had the following objectives: 

1. to provide a graphic presentation of the 11 State of the residential 

energy efficiency art 11 as it exists in Oklahoma; 

2. to derive construction costs and benefits of the case study pas

sive solar/energy efficient houses; 

3. to investigate the factors of financial, social, and visual risk 

that affect the transfer of the energy efficient building technology to the 

home builders of these case study houses; and 

4. to draw conclusions concerning the implications of energy effi

cient construction as it concerns utility demand, regulation, and educa

tional programs that influence technology transfer in the building trades. 

Area of Study 

The locations of the homes included in the study are shown on the 

Oklahoma map (Figure 1). Hugo, Claremore, Medford, and Stillwater are the 

communities within the state in which the case study homes are located. 

The different climatic conditions of Oklahoma will affect the energy effi

ciency of the subject homes. While northwestern Oklahoma is colder than 

the southeastern Oklahoma, there is more opportunity for solar gain in the 

northwest because of the fewer cloudy days. 

The heating degree days for northwestern Oklahoma (Enid area) is 3971, 

while the southeastern area has only 3060 degree days. The Public Service 

Company of Oklahoma (PSO), when assisting builders in the design of heating 

systems for residential work, uses seven degrees Fahrenheit as the winter 

design temperature in the Bartlesville area and 14 degrees as the design 



1 - Hugo 
2 - Claremore 
3 - Medford 
4, 5, 6 - Stillwater 

Figure 1. Oklahoma Map, Case Study Home Location 

~ 
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temperature in Hugo. Summer design temperatures are only one degree apart; 

however, southeastern Oklahoma is much more humid than the northwestern 

counties. 

Organization of Remainder of Thesis 

The review of pertinent literature is presented in Chapter II. Chap

ter III is the procedures chapter; it includes a listing of the areas of 

inquiry used in the personal interviews with the four housing decision 

makers (home owners, home builders, mortgage bankers, and utility company 

representatives). The descriptions or profiles, graphic descriptions, and 

energy costs for the case study houses are shown in Chapter IV. In Chapter 

V, the results of interviews that examined attitudes and preceptions of the 

decision makers are discussed. The summary, conclusions, and recommenda

tions are presented in Chapter VI. 

Definition of Terms 

Berm. Man-made mound or small hill of earth. The earth hill is 

placed against the wall of a home to aid in the heating and cooling of the 

home. 

Clerestory. A window that is placed vertically in a wall above the 

plane of the roof and usually above one•s level of vision. The clerestory 

windows are used to introduce natural light into the building in some place 

other than perimeter walls. 

Cooling Degree Day (COD). The mean daily temperature minus 65 degrees 

Fahrenheit. This is used to help forecast cooling requirements. The 65 

degree standard, while used by the U.S. Weather Bureau and in this thesis, 

is not in universal use. Seventy-five degrees is used by many solar 
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engineers to give a more realistic view of when cooling is required (Mazria, 

1979). 

Daylighting. The practice of utilizing the natural light from the sun 

or sky to light the interior of a structure. This is a design tool used to 

reduce lighting and cooling costs. 

Degree Day. A measure of the departure of the mean daily temperature 

from an accepted standard. In this thesis, the standard is 65 degrees 

Fahrenheit. 

Direct Gain. The most simple and frequently used passive solar method 

used. The system requires only the clear double glass windows as the 

collector to let the sunlight strike the thermal mass in the space in which 

it ultimately will be used. The light and heat are both used in the space 

used by the occupant. 

Energy Efficient Home. A home in which the following are used as 

criteria for design and construction: 

a. levels of insulation meet the U.S. DOE recommendations as outlined 

in the Passive Solar Design Handbook, Vol. 3 (for Oklahoma that would in

clude a minimum R-32 ceiling insulation, R-20 wall insulation, and R-15 

perimeter insulation. 

b. placement and orientation of windows which take advantage of 

winter sun angles for winter solar gain while minimizing the effects of 

unwanted summer solar gain. 

c. heating energy efficiency should be less than 3 BTU per square 

foot multiplied by degree day. 

Heating Degree Day (HOD). Sixty-five degrees Fahrenheit minus the 

mean daily temperature. This is used to help forecast heating require

ments. The 65 degree standard is used by the U.S. Weather Bureau and in 

this thesis. 
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Indirect Gain. A passive solar system in which the light is 

transformed into heat in one space by direct gain, and then transported to 

another space by conduction and/or by convection and radiation. The energy 

efficient homes in this study utilized a 11 Trombe wal1, 11 which is one ex

ample of indirect gain that provides a time delay for the receipt of the 

solar generated heat. 

Kilowatt Hour (KWH). A unit of energy, most often the unit of sale 

used for electricity, equal to 1000 watt hours. One KWH produces 3413 BTUs 

of heat energy. 

Passive Solar Residential Design. A system or method in which archi

tectural elements are used to collect, store, and distribute energy natu

rally without the aid of mechanical means. The design discipline also 

includes the use of architectural and natural elements to prevent the 

collection of unwanted solar gain and to promote natural cooling. 

Purchased Energy Cost. For the purposes of this study, that energy 

which has been bought from a company in the form of oil, propane, natural, 

gas, or electricity to be used to heat, cool, or operate a device or 

structure. Energy from the earth or sun acquired at no direct monetary 

expense is not included. 

Retrofit. In the context of this study, the term is used to include 

remodel, refurbish, replace, or add materials or equipment to an existing 

structure. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A 1985 Oklahoma Corporation Commission (OCC) study noted that Okla

homa utilities expected a 34.8 percent increase in electrical demand over 

the next 10 years (First Biennial Electric System Planning Report, 1985). 

Even when considering the depressed state of the agricultural and energy 

based economy in recent years, the utility companies expect to replace the 

existing natural gas and diesel fuel plants and to increase total capacity 

with the construction of 20 new power plants to satisfy the state•s 1994 

demand for electricity (First Biennial Electric System Planning Report, 

1985). Although March, 1986 Corporation Commission figures will modify the 

number of new plants slightly, the increase in projected demand has not 

changed. Purchased energy is to offset the need for some of the new 

facilities (Schroeder, 1986). A 1984 Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) 

annual report pointed out that, in the previous 10 years, the number of 

homes in the nation increased by 27 percent and the amount of office space 

increased by 32 percent; however, the primary energy use of buildings 

has increased only 7 percent (Fiscal Year 1984 Annual Report, 1985). Okla

homa is apparently far from the national norm in efforts to reduce energy 

demand, or the Oklahoma utility companies see a totally different energy 

demand pattern. 

Widespread adoption of the energy efficient residential construction 

technology could have a significant impact on the electrical and natural 

gas demand (and revenue flow) of the utility companies. Since the Public 

8 
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Utilities Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA) regulations were adopted, the 

Oklahoma utilities have found increased profit in reducing demand. The 

regulated utilities (which do not include municipal utility organizations 

such as Stillwater) have advertised and do offer varied programs to inspect 

and audit existing homes, help the owner pay for installing energy saving 

improvements, and to reduce summer peak loads by cycling off air condition

ing units. The conservation programs of the utilities, with the exception 

of the PSO 11 Good Cents 11 program, do not include effective programs to 

promote the widespread conservation of energy in new construction. The 

Oklahoma Natural Gas 11 Conservator home 11 program, for example, has no in

spection or policing of the builder's practices. 

The performance measure of energy efficient construct ion that is 

generally accepted by building researchers is British Thermal Units per 

square foot of heated/cooled space and heating or cooling degree days. 

This provides a nationwide standardized measure of comparison that can 

easily be converted to cubic feet of natural gas or watts of electricity 

and then into dollars and cents. The prescriptive description of energy 

efficiency as used in the building codes is usually "R 11 or 11 U 11 values of 

insulation, types of windows and doors, and efficiencies of heating or 

cooling equipment or appliances. Utility companies, consumers, builders, 

realtors, and energy researchers all have different measuring capabilities 

and concerns and thus view "energy efficiency" differently. 

In response to the "energy crises" of the early 1970's, professional 

and national code and standards groups published standards that were in

corporated into a model energy code. The American Society of Heating, 

Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) published the energy 

conservation standard "90-75," subsequently revised and labeled "90-80." 

The ASHRAE standard was largely incorporated into what became known as the 
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national model energy code. The model code ( 11 Code for Energy Conservation 

in New Building Construction 11 ) was jointly prepared by the three major code 

groups (Basic (BOCA), Uniform, and Southern) in conjunction with the Na

tional Conference of States on Building Codes and Standards, Inc. (NCSBCS). 

The model code was adopted as law by many states and municipalities as 

a means to force the builders to use higher levels of insulation and other 

energy saving practices. Oklahoma, being essentially a non-code state 

except for the large cities, did not adopt the model energy code. The 

Oklahoma members of the National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) have 

resisted any statewide adoption of an energy code or a building code. 

The PURPA law of 1978 and the subsequent Supreme Court test (Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission v. Mississippi in 1982) did require the state 

utility regulatory agency, ace, to consider the adoption of standards that 

encourage the conservation of energy supplied by utilities. The OCC suc

cessfully encouraged the regulated utilities to provide energy audits, peak 

load management, and load reduction rebates to individual customers. 

The many Oklahoma communities with municipally supplied electricity 

generally do not get the benefits of the OCC mandated conservation pro

grams. The conservation programs offered by the Rural Electric Coopera

tives includes energy audits (designed by the Department of Agricultural 

Engineering at Oklahoma State University) and low interest, federally 

backed loans, to the energy consumer for energy conserving remodeling or 

retrofit. The methods and procedures by which these many programs are 

delivered or are presented to the consumer vary. 

The PSO has established a 11 Good Cents 11 program in which the plans 

of new homes are checked before construction for minimal standards of in

sulation and glazing, heating, and cooling devices. The engineering and 
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duct layout of the heating/cooling systems are checked by the utility. 

The homes are given a less expensive rate for electricity when the util

ity verifies, on the construction site, that the energy saving measures 

are installed in the home as planned and specified. The television 

advertisement for the 11 Good Cents 11 program emphasizes the use of heat pumps 

for heating/cooling units without any reference to existing natural gas 

service for economical winter heating. 

The U.S. Department of Energy recommended, and the Congress enacted, 

the use of tax credits to encourage the adoption of energy conserving 

technology. Many states, including Oklahoma, also enacted energy tax 

credits. The federal tax credit expired in December of 1985. 

In the 1984 NAHB 11 8uyers Survey ... the desirability of a more energy 

efficient home was rated as the highest motivating factor for buying a new 

home in all but the first time buyer category. The first time buyers 

ranked energy efficiency third among the top 15 reasons to buy a new home. 

The two top reasons were 11 tired of renting 11 and 11 wanted the tax advantage 

of home ownership 11 {Fulton, Anton, and Jordan, 1984). 

Energy conservation experimentation fortunately has taken place in the 

housing industry because of the large share of the nation•s energy used by 

housing, the relatively small scale of each investment, and the commonality 

of the subject {Ribot, Ingersoll, and Rosenfeld, 1982). The literature 

usually categorizes energy conservation techniques into one of five dif

ferent methods {active solar, passive solar, super-insulated, earth shel

tered, and hybrid). 

Active solar for space heating or cooling has not generally gained 

wide acceptance in residential construction because of first cost, techno

logical, and marketing problems. A few examples of active space heating or 

cooling have been constructed for demonstration reasons and because of tax 
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credits. Active solar is finding acceptance and use only in the heating of 

domestic hot water and in certain process applications. Earth-sheltered 

housing appeals only to a very narrow segment of the market in very few 

geographical areas. Oklahoma and Minnesota are the states in which a large 

number of earth-sheltered homes are found. Hybrid techniques are simply 

combinations of two or more of the techniques. The case study examined two 

passive solar homes which have partially earth-sheltered walls. 

Super-insulation, day-lighting, and passive solar are the energy

saving techniques most in use by builders and the design professions, if an 

energy-saving technique is used at all. According to Doug Balcomb, a solar 

energy research leader from the Los Alamos National Laboratory, six to 

seven percent of new construction in the United States utilizes passive 

solar techniques (cited in Germer, 1985). 

Economic analysis procedures, system performance predictions, and 

comparison studies are commonplace in the literature. The U.S. Department 

of Energy, the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory of the University of Califor

nia, the NAHB Research Corporation, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and 

many smaller organizations have studied the instrumentation required and 

the processes required for standardization of economic studies. 

There has always been the apparent need to justify the expenditures to 

save energy or increase thermal comfort in housing while there is no appa

rent need to justify the expenditure for the more subjective aspects of 

comfort in housing, such as thick carpeting, custom cabinetwork, plush 

furnishings, and other amenities. These amenities in homes which result in 

additional costs, are frequently marketed for the singular reason of pro

viding additional comfort and convenience to the home owner. The economic 

studies by the builder and utility organizations have typically omitted any 

value or benefit for human comfort. It is common for both builders and 
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utilities to address the issue of comfort or the subjective value of ameni

ties when involved in a sales effort. The literature does not address the 

need to justify additional costs for the builder or the home buyer in the 

more subjective comfort, convenience, and appearance or aesthetics as

pects of housing amenity selection. 

The home building industry across the United States and in Oklahoma, 

in particular, have not generally utilized the design profession except in 

a few very competitive markets. Home builders commonly use magazine plans 

and modify them to suit their needs, often without ever sending for the 

actual working drawing of the plan. To achieve maximum energy efficiency 

in homes, a certain amount of thoughtful site specific design is required. 

The Denver area in Colorado has been a good forerunner of the trends in 

energy efficient housing (Germer, 1982). Denver builders often use archi

tects and design professionals. The large builders who have to concentrate 

on affordabil ity do not build passive solar homes. These large builders do 

not see the demand now but they do feel there will be the demand in a few 

years. The smaller custom builders who build in the $100,000 plus market 

in nearby Boulder and other exclusive areas are finding passive solar is 

very marketable. Boulder has an energy code, and that, with the Colorado 

tax credits, helps to encourage adoption of the technology. 

Is energy efficient construction technology considered an innovative 

technology, subject to the diffusion of innovation rates discussed by 

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971)? According to Rogers and Shoemaker and also 

Ostlund (1974), individual perception of the following six attributes of 

the innovation primarily affect the relative speed a particular innovation 

diffuses through a social system: 

1. relative advantage of perceived superiority to the replaced 

technology; 
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2. perceived risk or economic and social loss by failure of the 

adopted innovation; 

3. complexity of difficulty of the technology to understand and use; 

4. compatability of the technology with one's values and past 

experiences; 

5. ease of testing the technology, or the extent one can experiment 

on a limited basis; and, 

6. observability or visual risk involved with the technology and 

social pressures involved, or how visible would success or failure be to 

others. For example, if a potential user perceives a solar house to be 

ugly, the user is not likely to use the technology where it can be easily 

seen and ridiculed by others. 

A considerable amount of contradiction, ambiguity, and weak correla

tions have been found in the research previously done by business and 

university researchers. Labay and Kinnear (1981) found reason to believe 

that innovation in the energy and solar field may well be product or 

situation specific. 

Ivan Armstrong (1985), Director of the Construction Trades Curriculum 

Development and Instruction for the Oklahoma Vocational/Technical Schools, 

stated in an interview that the focus of the curriculum for the construc

tion trades is the development of trade skills rather than the development 

of any theoretical knowledge base in the design aspect of construction. 

The trade skills developed focus on the reading and following of drawings 

developed by others, not the development of innovation. For example, the 

Vocational-Technical Schools teach the carpentry trade students how to 

construct a roof overhang, but they do not teach the students the most 

energy efficient location for the roof overhang to be placed on the home 

under construction. 
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The cost of energy and construction of passive solar/energy efficient 

homes was examined by Cook (1984). The case study homes included in the 

Cook study were a part of the First Passive Solar Design Awards Competition 

of 1980. Many of the homes were not actually constructed; however, pro

jected energy costs were included. The presentation of energy use figures 

often does not include the total amount of energy purchased by the home 

owner. Heating, cooling, and water heating costs are extrapolated and 

shown separately using a confusing assortment of units and methods. Cook 

showed the auxiliary energy in "total BTUs" or BTUs per square foot. 

When considering only heating, energy efficient homes should use less 

than three BTUs per the product of living area and heating degree days, 

while tract homes normally use up to 10 (Germer, 1984}. In Oklahoma, an 

equal amount of energy could be expended in cooling the homes. 

This study of energy efficient housing is a post occupancy study by 

the designing architect. The evaluation not only considered dollars as a 

reason for adoption of the technology, but also considered the subjective 

motives such as visual impressions and feelings of thermal comfort for 

technology adoption. 



CHAPTER II I 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

This study sought to determine the existing practices, attitudes, 

and perceptions of the persons involved with the construction of what 

they believe are energy efficient houses. Using structured interviews, 

questionnaires, and physical measurements, the researcher sought to deter

mine the significant factors that have led to the adoption of energy effi

cient residential construction technology by the persons involved with the 

case study houses. 

Interview Topics 

The following questions were analyzed in interviews with the major 

decision makers involved in the construction of a home (builders, owners, 

lending institution officers, and utility representatives): 

1. What is the relationship of the construction, orientation, and 

configuration of each home to the cost of heating and cooling the home? 

2. How do the owners, builders, bankers, and utility representatives 

define 11 energy efficient residential construction? 11 

3. Are the decision makers involved with the building project satis

fied with the benefits and costs of the project? The costs include con

struction costs and energy purchased for heating, cooling, and operation of 

the home. Benefits include comfort, visual success, satisfaction, and 

savings of dollars compared to an accepted norm of utility expenses for 

single family residential structures. 

16 
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4. What sources of information and personal understanding, concerning 

energy efficient construction technology, do the various decision makers 

utilize in the process of adopting the technology? 

5. What is the perception of the decision makers concerning the value 

of the conservation of energy and any technical, financial, visual, or so

cial risks involved in the construction of the energy efficient home? 

6. If the construction of energy efficient homes is a goal, which 

individual or group should develop and provide the training? What formal 

and informal methods should be utilized to implement the training? 

7. How do the decision makers interact in the construction process 

(do the decision makers teach and aid each other in the different aspects 

of the construction of an energy efficient home)? 

8. Are there incentives and housing market factors that affect the 

home owner's decision to adopt the energy efficient technology? 

Case Study Homes 

Four energy efficient, passive solar homes designed by the researcher 

were the main focus of this study. These energy efficient, passive solar 

homes all had the major percentage of the glass area of the home oriented 

to the south. A fifth home, in which the researcher had planning input, 

also is included as a "conventional home." Another energy efficient home 

that was not designed by the researcher was also included in the study as 

an example of technology transfer. Brief descriptions of the homes are 

presented below: 

1. The Hugo home is a 3089 square foot, single level ranch style 

home, with three bedrooms, three bathrooms, two living areas, and other 

unique features. It is located in Choctaw County in southeastern Oklahoma. 
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2. The Claremore home is a 2502 square foot ranch style house with 

three bedrooms, den, 11 play-room, 11 and two and one-half bathrooms, and also 

features a step-down living room and sun room. This home is located in a 

rural setting in Rogers County, approximatley 12 miles northeast of Clare

more, in northeastern Oklahoma. 

3. The Medford home is a 2246 square foot ranch home with a partial 

basement, three bedrooms, two bathrooms, large utility room, and central 

atrium entrance. This home is located in a rural Grant County setting in 

northwestern Oklahoma. 

4. The Stillwater home is a 1516 square foot, single level ranch 

style home, with three bedrooms, two bathrooms, and a 11 Sun-room. 11 It is 

located in an urban setting in Payne County in north central Oklahoma. 

5. The 11 Conventional 11 home is a 1412 square foot ranch style home, 

built in Stillwater in 1983. Since only limited energy purchases are 

available for comparison on the technology transfer home, the conventional 

home, which also was constructed by the same builder of the Stillwater 

passive solar home, is used to compare utility costs. The conventional 

home features three bedrooms, two bathrooms, and two living areas. The 

owner and the other decision makers involved with the conventional home did 

not fill out questionnaires and are not included in any of the discussion, 

except for an energy cost comparison in Chapter IV. 

6. The home used as an example of the technology transfer utilized 

in home construction is located in Stillwater, Oklahoma. This home was 

designed and constructed by J. C. Rogers for the 11 for sale 11 market. The 

home includes 1350 square feet and features three bedrooms and two bath

rooms. The home was selected as an example of technology transfer because 

the builder visited the Stillwater home, listed as number four above, 

several times. He also visited other energy efficient homes in Michigan, 
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and his company markets what they perceive to be an 11 energy efficient 

home ... Only limited energy purchases were available for examination. 

Research Methods 

The graphic portion of the study includes small scale floor plans and 

pertinent photographs of each house. Descriptive drawings or photographs 

are included to explain particularly important features of each house. 

Information from the interview was compared to determine if any 

trends or commonality existed between the persons interviewed (owners, 

contractors/builders, lending institution officers, and utility company 

representatives) for each of the homes shown in Profiles One through Four. 

Building cost data provided by the owner were analyzed to establish cost of 

construction per square foot of living space. Energy cost data for heat

ing, cooling, and operation of the houses were analyzed to establish the 

cost of energy per square foot. Energy cost data for each home was secured 

from the serving utility companies. The most recent 12 to 15 months of 

data was generally available on the utility company computer systems. 

Study participants were assured of confidentiality, in that the parti

cipant•s names were not used in the report or connected with the data, 

unless they specifically gave the researcher permission. In an effort to 

make the report more specific and meaningful, all of the participants ex

cept one were willing to allow their names to be used in the study. 

Interviews were made 11 in person, 11 using questionnaires prepared for 

each group of decision makers. The four different questionnaires had many 

of the same questions; however, they were slightly different because of 

the role each person played in the effort to complete the energy efficient 

home. All interviews were conducted in March, April, and May of 1986. 
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The case study examination of the homes, owners, builders, and insti

tutions involved, established trends in construction costs, utility usage, 

thermal comfort benefits, and technology transfer. The examination also 

pointed to findings that indicated educational and energy policy changes 

that would foster and encourage energy efficient residential construction. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF ENERGY USE 

Introduction to Home Profiles 

Owners, builders, bankers, and utility representatives comprise four 

different groups of decision makers involved with the construction of a 

single home. The common thread connecting the individuals involved with 

the construction of the energy efficient home is the owner•s determination 

and willingness to take the perceived financial and social risks involved 

in the construction of a home utilizing a technology that does not have 

wide use in the state of Oklahoma. The owners of the four energy efficient 

homes served as the contractor for much of the construction, in that they 

all purchased materials from various suppliers and arranged for work to be 

done by the major trades. The homes described in the following profiles 

(one through four) are in four different regions of the state (see Figure 

1, Chapter I). 

One home, shown in Profile Six, was included as an example of how 

energy efficient residential technology is transferred. The contractor/ 

owner perceived that he built an energy efficient, passive solar home. The 

builder marketed the home as "super insulated with passive solar," featur

ing the latest technology in home construction. The builder of the "tech

no logy transfer" home admittedly is sti 11 learning how the sun and the 

climate works, even though he has been in the housing construction busi

ness for 15 years. The technology transfer home is located in Stillwater, 

21 
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Oklahoma. Rogers Construction Company builds custom homes, is also a land 

developer, tract home builder, and real estate sales company. They gener

ally only build homes within a subdivision developed by the company. 

A conventional home, shown in Profile Five, also was included in the 

study to serve as an energy use comparison. The conventional home also was 

located in Stillwater, Oklahoma. The owner of the conventional home was 

aided by the thesis researcher in the development of the floor plan. How

ever, the window types and sizes, insulation levels, and other building 

construction details were left to the discretion of the owner and builder 

to maintain a strict construction budget. The conventional home was con

structed by the same builder utilized to frame the Stillwater home. The 

builder, Shelton Construction Incorporated, (SCI), has the reputation of 

building a quality custom home. SCI does not build speculative or tract 

homes. A tabulation and graphic description of the pertinent facts con

cerning each of the homes used in this study is presented on the following 

pages: 



The Hugo Home (see Figures 2-7) 

Owners: Roy and Jan Montgomery 

Profile One 

Address: Goodland Route, Hugo, Oklahoma 74743 

Date of First Occupancy: March 12, 1983 

Living Area: 3089 Square Feet 

Garage Area: 918.6 Square Feet 

Construction Cost: $120,000 (not including land) 

Cost per Square Foot: $38.84 (construction cost/living area) 

Auxiliary Heat Source: Two Electric Heat Pump Systems 
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Alternative Energy Source: Fireplace in the living room that allows for 

circulation of heated air through the duct system of one of the 

heat pump units. 

Utility, Company: Public Service Company of Oklahoma (Brad Roberts) 

Last 12 Months Utility Costs: $1741.17 (June, 1985 - May, 1986) (30,400 

kilowatt hours) 

Mean Cost of Energy Per Month: $145.10 

Mean Monthly Energy {all electric-kilowatt hours): 2533 

Mean Cost of Energy per Square Foot per Month: $.0470 

Mean Cost of Electricity for Non-Heating or Cooling Month (an approxi

mation of lighting, cooking, clothes drying, water heating, and 

refrigeration costs): $83.09 

Mean Heating or Cooling Costs per Month: $62.01 

Heating and Cooling Costs per Month per Square Foot: $.0201 

Insulation Levels: 

Ceilings (vaulted): R-30 (flat): R-38 



Exterior Walls: R-19 {batt) + R-5 (sheathing) 

Perimeter Slab: R-10 

Area of South Facing Glass: 

Direct Gain: 287 Square Feet 

Indirect Gain: 98 Square Feet 
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South Facing Glass Divided by Living Area (includes indirect gain Trombe 

wall): 12.46% 

Home Builder: Owner contracted with Melvin Inge (retit·ed) of Sawyer, 

Oklahoma, to provide carpentry labor and supervision of the other 

trades on an hourly basis. Buster Pugh of Hugo, Oklahoma, was Mr. 

Inge's assistant on the job. 

Lending Institution: Federal Land Bank Association (Don Chitwood), 

Durant, Oklahoma 

The owner has been having a great deal of trouble with the heat 

pumps. For the last year, the heating mode has been usable in the emer

gency (resistance heating) mode only. The average monthly cost for the 

first year of operation was $114, when the heat pumps were operating 

correctly. 
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Figure 3. Hugo Home, Exterior, South and East Sides 

Figure 4. Hugo Home, Trombe Wall, Exterior 



Figure 5. Hugo Home, Living Room 

Figure 6. Hugo Home, Living Room, 
View Showing Clerestory 
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Profile Two 

The Claremore Home (see Figures 8-11) 

Owners: Steve and Bonnie Watson 

Address: Box 248, Route 4, Claremore, Oklahoma 74017 

Date of First Occupancy: May, 1985 

Living Area: 2502 Square Feet 

Garage Area: 621 Square Feet 

Cost of Construction: $75,000 (not including land) 

Cost per Square Foot: $29.98 (construction cost/living area) 

Auxiliary Heat Source: Carrier High Efficiency Heat Pump 
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Alternative Energy Source: Wood burning stove with capability for cir-

culating that heat through the heat pump (air handling unit) duct 

system and a small wood burning stove in the living room. 

Utility Company: Verdigris Valley Rural Electric Cooperative, Collins

ville, Oklahoma (Kent Coulter) 

Cost of Energy Since Occupancy: $1236.78 (June, 1985-May, 1986) (18988 

kilowatt hours) 

Mean Monthly Energy Use (all electric kilowatt hours): 1582 

Mean Cost of Energy per Month: $103.06 

Mean Cost of Energy per Month per Square Foot: $.0412 

Mean Cost of Electricity for Non-Heating or Cooling Months (April and 

October) (an approximation of lighting, cooking, clothes drying, 

water heating, and refrigeration): $78.63 

Approximate Heating or Cooling Costs per Month: $24.43 

Heating and Cooling Costs per Month per Square Foot: $.0098* 

*The heat recovery device on the gas and liquid lines between the 
outside condensing unit and the inside coil is currently installed 
incorrectly, thus causing an energy drain on the system. As a result, 
this figure is not accurate and should not be considered representative. 



Insulation Levels: 

Ceiling (vaulted): R-30 {flat): R-38 

Exterior Walls: R-19 (batt) + R-5 {sheathing) 

Perimeter Slab: R-10 

Area of South Facing Glass: 

Direct Gain: 383 Square Feet 

Indirect Gain: 39 Square Feet 

South Facing Glass Divided by Living Area: 16.86% (includes the indi

rect gain Trombe wall) 
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Home Builder: The owner contracted with Ewin Burns of Claremore. Okla

homa to provide carpentry labor. concrete work. and some coordina

tion of other trades. 

Lending Institution: Federal Land Bank Association. Broken Arrow. 

Oklahoma (Jeff Thomas) 
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Figure 9. Claremore Home, Exterior, South and West Sides 
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Profile Three 

The Medford Home (see Figures 12-15} 

Owners: Les and Dee Renner 

Address: Route 2, Box 10-F, Medford, Oklahoma 

Date of First Occupancy: May, 1983 

Living Area: 1942 Square Feet (includes exterior and interior wall 

area) 

Atrium Area: 304 Square Feet (entrance and hot tub area) 

Total Area Used for Calculations: 2245 Square Feet 

Garage Area: 621 Square Feet 

Basement Area: 900 Square Feet 

Cost of Construction: $54,000 (not including land} 

Cost per Square Feet: $24.80 (construction cost/living area+ atrium) 

Auxiliary Heat Source: Natural Gas Furnace 

Alternative Energy Source: Wood burning stove in the living room (60 

cubic feet of wood per season, approximately one cord} 

Utility Company: ARKLA (Natural Gas}, Blackwell, Oklahoma (Morris 

Lawson); Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company, Enid, Oklahoma (Ken 

Smith} 

Last 12 Months Utility Costs (June, 1985 - May, 1986) 

Natural Gas: $139.17 22,700 cubic feet 

Electricity: $938.80 (13761 kilowatt hours) 

Mean Cost of Energy per Month: $89.83 

Cost of Energy per Square Foot per Month: $.0400 

Mean Cost of Electricity for Non-Cooling Months (an approximation of 

lighting, cooking, drying, and refrigeration costs): $64.93 
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Mean Cost of Natural Gas in Non-Heating Month (an approximation of water 

heating costs): $10.36 

Mean Cost of Heating or Cooling per Month: $14.54 

Heating and Cooling Costs per Month per Square Foot: $.0065 

Insulation Levels: 

Ceiling (vaulted): R-30 {flat): R-38 

Exterior Walls: R-19 (batt) + R-5 (sheathing) 

Perimeter Slab Insulation: R-10 

Area of South Facing Glass: 

Direct Gain: 223.6 Square Feet (including atrium) 

Indirect Gain: 120 Square Feet 

South Facing Glass to Living Area Percentage: 11.53% 

Home Builder: Les Renner, owner contracted, the owner also provided 

much of the work in construction 

Lending Institution: Current mortgage held by Kingfisher Savings and 

Loan Association, Kingfisher, Oklahoma (Kenneth Wehrenberg) 

Water heating is done with natural gas, using a demand type (tank

less) heater. The gas furnace has not been used, except when the owners 

are on vacation. The owner has purposely turned off the furnace so that 

any heat required will be provided by the wood stove. 
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Figure 13. Medford Home, Exterior, South and West Sides 

Figure 14. Medford Home, Atrium 
Entry Clerestory 
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Profile Four 

The Stillwater Home (see Figures 16-24) 

Owners: Ken and Shirley Larson 

Address: 107 W. Redbud Drive, Stillwater, Oklahoma 74075 

Date of First Occupancy: September, 1984 

Living Area: 1516 Square Feet 

Garage Area: 529 Square Feet 

Cost of Construction: $83,380 (not including land) 

Cost per Square Foot: $55.00 (construction cost/living area) 
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Auxiliary Heat Source: Carrier high efficiency natural gas furnace with 

a high efficiency air conditioning condensing unit and coil. Water 

heater is a 40 gallon natural gas tank heater. 

Alternative Heat Source: Wood burning stove in living room in which 

there were eight to ten fires during the past year. 

Utility Companies: Oklahoma Natural Gas, Stillwater, Oklahoma (Barbara 

Bivens); Stillwater Municipal Utility (Electricity) 

Total Utility Costs for 12 Months: $6-8.45 

Natural Gas: $166.25 26,100 cubic feet (June, 1985 - May, 1996) 

Electricity: $442.29 (5,516 kilowatt hours) (June, 1985- May, 

1986) 

Mean Cost of Energy per Month: $50.71 

Cost of Energy per Square Foot per Month: $.0334 

Mean Cost of Electricity for Non-Cooling Months (an approximation of 

lighting, cooking, drying, and refrigeration costs): $26.66 

Mean Cost of Natural Gas for a Non-Heating Month: $9.51 

Mean Cost of Heating or Cooling per Month: $14.55 

Heating and Cooling Costs per Month per Square Foot: $.0096 



Insulation Levels: 

Ceiling (vaulted or flat): R-48 

Exterior Walls: R-19 (batt) + R-5 (sheathing) 

Exterior Perimeter Below Grade: R-15 

Concrete berm walls with R-15 insulation extends to 31 10 11 above 

floor level on the north, east, and west sides 

Area of South Facing Glass: 

Direct Gain: 202.5 Square Feet 

Indirect Gain: 72 Square feet 

South Facing Glass Divided by Living Area: 18.1% 
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Home Builder: Owner contracted, except that Shelton Construction, Inc. 

provided materials and provided concrete and framing labor. 

Lending Institution: Liberty Federal Savings and Loan Association, 

Stillwater, Oklahoma (Bruce Brown) 
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Figure 17. Stillwater Home, Exterior, North and East Sides 

Figure 18. Stillwater Home, Exterior, South and East Sides 



Figure 19. Stillwater Home, Trombe 
Wall Exterior 
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Figure 20. Stillwater Home, Living Room, With Trombe Wall 
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Figure 21. Stillwater Home, Sun Room 



Figure 22. Stillwater Home, 
Wood Stove 

Figure 23. Stillwater Home, West Wall Shading 
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Profile Five 

The Conventional Home (see Figures 25-26) 

Owner: Not to be Listed 

Address: 1703 Berkshire, Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 

Date of First Occupancy: January, 1983 

Living Area: 1412 Square Feet 

Garage Area: 455 Square Feet 

Cost of Construction: $55,000 (not including land) 

Cost per Square Foot: $38.95 (construction cost/living area) 

Auxiliary Heat Source: Natural Gas Furnace 

Alternative Energy Source: Fireplace 

Utility Companies: Central Rural Electric Cooperative, Stillwater, 

Oklahoma (Bill Blair); Oklahoma Natural Gas Company, Stillwater, 

Oklahoma 

Total Utility Costs for 12 Months: $1528.31 (June, 1985- May, 1986) 

Natural Gas: $385.68 76,400 cubic feet 

Electricity: $1142.63 (14232 kilowatt hours) 

Mean Cost of Energy per Month: $127.36 

Cost of Energy per Square Foot per Month: $.0902 

Mean Cost of Electricity for Non-Cooling Months (an approximation of 

lighting, cooking, drying, and refrigeration costs): $62.33 

Mean Cost of Natural Gas for a Non-Heating Month: $19.80 

Mean Cost of Heating or Cooling per Month: $45.64 

Heating and Cooling Costs per Month per Square Foot: $.0324 

Insulation Levels: 

Ceiling (vaulted or flat): R-38 

Exterior Walls: R-19 (batt + sheathing) 
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Exterior Perimeter Below Grade: R-4 (beadboard} 

The insulation level utilized in this home is typical of a well 

constructed home, even by 1986 standards. 

Area of South Facing Glass: 15 Square Feet 

Home Builder: Shelton Construction, Inc., Stillwater, Oklahoma 

This is the same builder of the Stillwater home described in Pro

file Four. 
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Profile Six 

The Technology Transfer Home (see Figures 27-28) 

Owner/Builder: J. C. Rogers Construction 

Address: 704 E. Tower Park Drive~ Stillwater~ Oklahoma 74074 

Date of Occupancy as a Sales Model: December~ 1985 

Living Area: 1350 Square Feet 

Garage Area: 418 Square Feet 

Sales Price: $68~000 Basic Price (includes $10~000 for land) 

Actual Delivered Price averages $70~000 

Cost per Square Foot (not including land): $44.44 

Number of Major Rooms or Areas: Six 

Auxiliary Heat Source: York natural gas fired furnace 

Alternative Heat Source: Wood burning stove in living room. No out

side combustion air source. 
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Utility Companies: Oklahoma Natural Gas; Stillwater Municipal Utility 

While the home has been finished for five months~ it is being used 

as a sales model from which 14 other homes in the development have 

been sold. Energy usage cannot compared with the other occupied 

homes on an even basis. 

Insulation Levels: 

Ceilings (vaulted): R-30 {flat): R-40 

Exterior Walls: R-19 {batt) + R-5 (sheathing) 

Perimeter Slab Insulation: R-5 (vertical)~ R-5 {horizontal) 

Area of South Facing Glass: 

Direct Gain: 87 Square Feet 

South Facing Glass Divided by Living Area: 6.44% 
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Additional Features: Window Quilt R-5 night insulation can be pulled 

down over windows. Vestibules are provided for front and rear 

patio entrances. Air to air heat exchangers are provided so the 

energy in the exhausted bath and kitchen air can be exchanged with 

the incoming outside air. 

The use of aluminum windows with a one-half inch insulating glass 

has been found to be entirely unsatisfactory. The aluminum windows were 

so poorly made and the air infiltration so excessive that the window 

quilt (the inside window covering) would pressurize and bow out, even 

when there was a light wind outside. 
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Figure 28. Technology Transfer Home, 
Exterior, South Side 
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Building Characteristics 

The cost of the homes varies significantly, from $24.04 to $55.00 per 

square foot (Table I). This variability in price was affected largely by 

the local housing market, the degree of finish, and the participation of 

the owner in the contracting process. The homes shown in Profiles One 

through Four all used the same basic specification for construction mate

rials; however, the owners did modify the specification occasionally when 

they felt the price of the process or the material specified was not to 

their advantage. In comparing the prices of the builder constructed 11 COn

ventional11 and 11 technology transfer .. homes, a higher price for the energy 

efficient homes has not been established by the construction cost data 

collected. The omission of the berm wall in the Stillwater home would 

have made it comparable in cost per square foot when compared to the 

builder homes. 

Homes shown in Profiles One through Four all used brick veneer exte

rior, with rough-sawn wood trim and composition roofing shingles. The 

homes in Profiles One through Four used 11 2 x 6" outside stud walls, and 

premium quality double pane windows with wood frames. Homes in Profiles 

One, Two, and Three used the same levels of insulation. The Stillwater 

home used the highest levels of insulation and a wood frame window that 

incorporated a product marketed as "heat mirror" that serves as an invis

ible insulation by reflecting long wave (heat) radiation back into the 

home. The window used in the Stillwater home creates two air spaces be

tween the glass instead of the conventional one. 

The Medford home and the Stillwater home both used a earth berm on the 

East, North, and West walls of the houses. The concrete wall extended to 

31 011 above the main floor level. The earth berm wall required a great deal 
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more concrete form work, wall waterproofing, and rigid insulation than 

were used in the Hugo and Claremore homes. The Hugo home had a three-car 

garage, while the others had only two-car garages. The Medford home has 

a partial basement and a porch; all of the other homes in the study used 

concrete slab on grade construction. 

TABLE I 

SIZE AND COST CHARACTERISTICS 

Hugo Claremore Medford Stillwater Conventional 

Profile One Two Three Four Five 

Date of 
Occupancy 3/83 5/85 5/83 9/84 1/83 

Living Area 
(Sq. Ft.) 3089 2502 2246 1516 1412 

No. Major 
Rooms or 
Areas 8 10 7 7 6 

Usual No. 
Occupants 2 3 4 3 3 

Construction 
Cost per 
Sq. Ft. $38.84 $29.84 $24.04 $55.00 $38.95 
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The Medford home was the only one of the four that did not use quarry 

tile floors for heat storage. The Hugo home and the Stillwater home dem

onstrated the highest degree of finish as more cabinet work and finish 

surface materials were used in the living areas. Interior walls of all of 

the homes were painted or papered gypsum board; no wood paneling was used. 

Homes in Profiles One through Four had at least one internal brick wall 

(Figures 6, 20, 21, and 22). The overall visual impression of all the 

homes was one of light and spaciousness, except for the children 1 s bedrooms 

in the Medford home that seemed 11 closed-in. 11 The Medford owner chose to 

use only one window instead of the two originally shown on the drawings. 

Costs of Energy Efficient Construction 

The estimated costs of the energy savings measures are presented in 

Table II. The estimates are the owners 1 perceptions of how much more it 

cost to construct the home, with the energy saving and passive solar fea

tures than it would to construct the same home in a conventional manner. 

It was apparent during the interviews that none of the owners, including 

the builder of the 11 technology transfer house 11 in Profile Six, kept track 

of the cost of construction in a manner that would allow them to calculate 

the extra cost of the building elements they would classify as a part of 

the energy efficient construction technology. For this reason, great 

variation and discrepancies existed when the owner 1 s estimates were given. 

The additional cost of construction listed for the Claremore home is 

out of line with national figures and is admittedly only an estimation. 

Additional costs for energy saving features usually range from five to 

fifteen percent of construction cost (Cook, 1984). If the Claremore home 

had been constructed without the $20,000 worth of energy saving expenses, 

the construction cost of the home would have been $22 per square foot. The 
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owners of the Claremore home did an admirable job in building the home for 

the bargain price of $29.98 per square foot (see Table I}. 

TABLE I I 

HOME OWNERS• PERCEIVED ESTIMATIONS OF ADDITIONAL 
COST OF ENERGY CONSERVING MEASURES 

Hugo Claremore 

Profile One Two 

Estimate 0.5%-1% 27% 

($6,000 ($20,000} 
-$9,000} 

Medford 

Three 

4% 

($2,000} 

Stillwater 

Four 

9%-18% 

($8,000-
$15,000} 

Technology 

Six 

7% 

($4,200} 

The home builders, when asked how much it cost to construct the case 

study homes with the energy efficient and passive solar features as com

pared to a conventional home, responded as shown in Table III. The home 

builders in the four energy efficient case study homes were not aware of 

all cost data, as the homes were, for the most part, owner contracted. The 

great variation in the estimates could be a result of the 11 off-the-cuff 11 

estimates made by the builders during the interviews. 

Since all of the owners of homes in Profiles One through Four were 

constructed before January of 1986, the owners were eligible for federal 

and state income tax credits for solar devices, such as the Trombe walls. 

Only the owner of the Stillwater home filed for an income tax credit for 

additional renewable energy expenditures of $8,000. The federal tax credit 
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was $3200. The Oklahoma state tax credit was $2400; however, it will take 

several years to realize that savings. The income tax credits seemed to 

have provided little motivation to the home owners. 

Profile 

Estimate 

Hugo 

One 

15% 

TABLE III 

HOME BUILDERS• ESTIMATIONS OF ADDITIONAL 
COSTS OF ENERGY CONSERVING MEASURES 

Claremore Medford Stillwater 

Two Three Four 

20% 4% "Not Much" 

($18,000} ($15,000) {$2,000} No Figure 

Energy Costs for Home Operation 

Technology 

Six 

7% 

($4,200} 

The energy costs of operation of the homes in the study are presented 

in Table IV. When evaluating the overall cost of operation of the homes in 

Profiles One through Five, the relationship of the size to energy cost is 

obvious. The largest home, the Hugo home, with 3089 square feet, has an 

energy bill averaging $145.10 per month. The Stillwater home, with 1516 

square feet, has an energy bill of only $50.71 per month. While both homes 

housed the two owners and one teenager or college-aged child, the Hugo home 

provides accommodations for large antique pieces, large spaces for enter-

taining, a shop, and two living areas. As a comparison, the smaller, 1412 



Profile 

Energy Cost 
Per Month 

Energy Cost Per 
Sq. Ft. Per Month* 

Energy Cost Per Sq. 
Ft. Per Year 

Mean Est. Cost 
Heating & Cooling 
Per Month 

Mean Est. Cost 
Heating & Cooling 
Per Year 

Mean Est. Cost 
Heating & Cooling 
Per Sq. Ft. Per 
Month** 

Mean Est. Cost 
Heating & Cooling 
Per Sq. Ft. 
Per Year 

BTUs Per Sq. Ft. 
x Degree Days 
(HDD+CDD)*** 
(HOD) 

Note: Since only 

TABLE IV 

ENERGY COST 
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Hugo Claremore Medford Stillwater Conventional 

One Two Three Four Five 

$145.10 $103.06 $89.83 $50.71 $127.36 

$.0470 $.0412 $.0400 $.0334 $.0902 

$.5637 $.4943 $.4800 $.4014 $1.082 

$62.01 $24.43 $14.54 $14.55 $45.64 

$744.12 $293.19 $174.51 $174.56 $547.66 

$.0201 $.0098 $.0065 $.0096 $.0323 

$.2412 $.1176 $.0780 $.1152 $.3876 

6.346 4.356 5.89 5.60 16.87 
2.11 .496 .71 1.65 6.17 

three months of heating data was available for the 
technology transfer home, only 11 Efficiency (HD0) 11 could be calcu-
lated, which is 7.30 BTUs/sq. ft. x HOD. 

*See Figure 29 
**See Figure 30 

***See Figure 31 
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square foot 11 conventional home 11 shown in Profile Five had an average 

monthly energy bill of $127.36. 

The Hugo home and the Stillwater home reflected two different life

styles and two different auxiliary energy sources. The Hugo home and the 

Claremore home are all electric, while the Medford home, the Stillwater 

home, the 11 Conventional home, 11 and the home used as an example of technol

ogy transfer use natural gas furnaces and water heating devices. The Hugo 

energy bill for non-heating or cooling months averaged $83.09. This may 

seem high; however, the Hugo home has two refrigerators, a separate ice

maker in the wet bar area, a freezer, and two electric water heaters. The 

Hugo home mechanical contractor, now out of business, insisted that a home 

of this size needed two separate heating and water heating systems. 

Figure 29 presents comparative cost of energy per square foot of 

living area, equalized for the size of the space heated or cooled. Okla

homa Gas and Electric Company (OG&E) uses $.065 per square foot per month 

as a typical energy cost standard for an energy efficient home (Smith, 

1986). The Hugo home energy cost is two-thirds of the OG&E standard, while 

the Stillwater home is only one-half of the $.065 standard. The 11 conven

tional home 11 per square foot energy cost of $.09 is nearly three times the 

cost of operation of the Stillwater home. 

The use of electricity for lighting, cooking, clothes drying, refrig

eration, and water heating is not so much a result of the design of the 

home, but is primarily dependent upon personal choice, number of efficiency 

of appliances, number of family members, and their lifestyles. To make an 

estimation of this personal use of electricity, the simple mean of the 

energy costs of the non-heating or cooling months was calculated. The 

utility costs for the months of April, May, and October were generally 
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examined, in the all-electric homes, to establish utility costs not af

fected by climate and outdoor temperature conditions. In the homes served 

by a natural gas utility, the sum of six to eight of the lowest gas bills 

and six to eight of the lowest electric bills were averaged to calculate 

the mean energy cost not involving heating or cooling. The above mean was 

then subtracted from the mean of the total energy bill for the case study 

homes to arrive at the mean monthly heating and cooling expense {Figure 

30). 

The personal choice of electrical use was alsoinfluenced by the use of 

multiple refrigeration units. The rural homes {Hugo, Claremore, and Med

ford) had a freezer and often two refrigerators. One of the refrigerators 

was usually an older, less efficient model. The Stillwater home had only 

one high-efficiency refrigerator. The "conventional" home had only one 

refrigerator. 

In order to compare the efficiency of homes in different climates, 

equalize the variance in utility rates, and equalize for size of floor 

area. BTUs purchased are divided by the quantity of degree days multiplied 

by the floor area of the space. This quotient, presented in Figure 31, is 

often termed the "energy efficiency." The bars of the graph on the "total" 

side represent the total energy purchased for heating, cooling, and opera

tion of the home. The bars of the graph on the "heating" side represent an 

approximation of the BTUs used only for heating. Only heating degree days 

are used in the "heating" side of Figure 31, whereas the annual sum of 

heating and cooling degree days is used to calculate the "tota,.. side. 

The number of degree days {used in Figure 31 and presented in Figure 

32) is calculated using 65 degrees Fahrenheit as a base. Heating degree 

days {HOD) are calculated by subtracting the mean daily temperature from 65 

degrees. Cooling degree days are calculated by subtracting 65 from the 
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mean daily temperature. The monthly sum of the degree days indication used 

by utility companies to forecast demand were shown in Figure 32. For the 

purposes of this study, a central Oklahoma setting was used. 

It is an often heard complaint that all-electric homes are not econom

ical to maintain; however, it is apparent that the fuel source is not the 

only problem to be faced when designing an energy efficient home. Life

style, orientation, window construction and installation, and many other 

construction considerations can ovewhelm the economics of the use of natu

ral gas as the heat source. The conventional home operational cost indi

cated that even the inefficient heat pump systems installed incorrectly can 

be more efficient and economical than a gas furnace, in some cases. The 

difference between the use of natural gas and electricity for heating the 

space and the domestic hot water is shown if the 11 all electric 11 Hugo and 

Claremore homes are compared with the Medford and Stillwater homes. The 

cost of energy averaged 0.8/cent more per square foot per month in the all

electric homes. While 0.8/cent seems small, that difference in a year 

would pay for the energy bills of the Stillwater home for 2.5 months. 

In examining the monthly energy use of the homes (Figures 7, 11, 15, 

24, and 26). it is apparent that the Claremore home is not following the 

usual pattern of energy use {there does not seem to be a large difference 

between the heating/cooling months and the non-heating/ cooling months. 

Figure 32 presents heating degree days (HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD) 

for Oklahoma City. The amount and severity of cold days are measured by 

HDD. The amount and severity of hot days are measured by COD. The pattern 

of the graph (Figure 32) should be reflected in energy purchases (Figure 

11). 

During a return trip to the Claremore home, it was verified that the 

heat-recovery unit installed on heat pump lines was installed incorrectly. 
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~ HEATING DEGREE DAYS 

~ COOLING DEGREE DAYS 

An Indication of Heating and Cooling Needs, 
Monthly Heating and/or Cooling Degree Days 
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The water heater robbed the heat pump of heat in the winter and put an 

additional heat load on the air conditioner in the summer. The device 

could not have been installed in a worse configuration to waste the pur

chased energy. The owner had also installed a loop of water pipe from 

the hot water tank to a wood burning stove located in the garage. The 

intention was for the loop of pipe to receive heat from the wood burning 

stove, but the loop was acting as a thermosiphon (constantly circulating 

the e lectri ca lly heated hot water to heat up the garage and the great 

outdoors when the wood stove was not working). The owner did not have a 

fire in the wood stove after mid-January, so a large amount of heat was 

sted by the intended energy conservation device. 

The purchased energy amounts shown in Table IV for the Claremore home 

do not represent the true efficiency of the home, because of the error in 

configuration of the piping. When the researcher explained the above in

stallation problem to Carl Ledbetter, President of the Oklahoma Heat Pump 

Association, he replied, 11 No matter how efficient you can design a home, a 

mechanical system can be installed to overcome that efficiency 11 (Ledbetter, 

1986, n. p.) • 

The cost of heating and cooling in the Medford home is influenced by 

the use of the wood burning stove to heat the home in the winter. The 

estimation procedure does not give a true picture for the Medford home 

heating costs because of the owner • s dependence on the wood stove for space 

heating. The owner stated that the amount of wood burned is minimal and it 

does not pose a problem to desired lifestyle. 

In all of the energy comparisons, the energy efficient homes uniformly 

demonstrated a cost of operation efficiency. The mechanical problems with 

the heat pumps in the Hugo and Claremore homes reduced the normal coeffi

cient of performance from two and one-half to approximately one. The 
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savings for proper performance of the heat pumps could reduce the BTUs 

consumed by the heating/cooling system by at least one-half. 

It is unfortunate that the builders~ bankers~ and the utility repre

sentatives have no accurate records of the operational costs of the homes 

they had constructed~ financed~ or supplied with energy. The builders all 

admitted that the home building project made money for their firm~ and was 

a financial success as far as they were concerned. None of the homes 

presented any financial problem to the lending institution that held the 

mortgage. 

Window Configurations and Coverings 

The percentage of south facing glass in the homes~ as compared to the 

living area~ is shown in Table V. 'The amount of south-facing glass can 

have a pronounced effect on the energy efficiency of the homes and the 

thermal comfort of the spaces. The south-facing glass~ assuming it is 

double glazed~ is a net energy gain in the heating season. The United 

States Department of Energy guidelines recommend that an Oklahoma home 

should be constructed with 11 percent to 22 percent of the living floor 

area in south-facing glass to achieve from 25 to 41 percent savings in 

annual heating expense (U.S. Department of Energy~ 1980). If the owner 

selects to use an R-value of nine insulating curtain during the night, the 

percentage of savings on purchased heating can be 40 to 67 percent. The 

6.5 percent of south-facing glass used in the technology transfer home 

demonstrates that the builder did not understand the significance of the 

south-facing glass, or was overly concerned with window costs to the detri

ment of the efficiency of the home. 

None of the case study homes, except the technology transfer home~ 

have incoporated the use of the night window covering with a high R-value. 
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The 11 COnventional 11 home and the technology transfer home use one-half inch 

insulating glass in an aluminum window frame. The Stillwater home uses a 

window that has an R~value of five, with no additional window coverings. 

All of the other homes selected to use the usual draperies, Roman shades, 

or miniblinds for window coverings. 

Hugo 

Profile One 

Area of 
South-
Facing 
Glass 
Sq. Ft. 385 

South-
Facing 
Glass/ 
Living 
Area 12.5% 

TABLE V 

SOUTH-FACING GLASS 

Claremore Medford 

Two Three 

422 343.6 

16.9% 11.5% 

Stillwater Technology 

Four Six 

274.5 87 

18.1% 6.5% 

As all of the homes have a fairly equal insulation level, the amount 

of savings resulting from south-facing glass depends upon the night window 

coverings, the percentage of south-facing glass, and the amount of mass 

thermal storage in the home. The builder of the technology transfer home, 

shown in Profile Six, admitted that the 11 Window Quilt, 11 with an R-value of 

5, is the most frequently accepted option of his new buyers. The owners of 
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the energy efficient homes (Profiles One through Four), using the premium 

quality window (Andersen, Pella, and Hurd), have not selected to install 

the heavy night insulation window coverings, but have optioned for the more 

open spatial quality. The infiltration rate for the premium quality window 

is very low by itself and do not present 11 draft or infi ltration 11 problems. 

The technology transfer home buyer has to revert to 11 patch up 11 options to 

compensate for the less expensive 11 standard builder11 window. The installed 

quality of the wood window now being installed in the technology transfer 

homes will hopefully correct this weak 1 ink in the energy efficient quality 

of the homes. While it is not part of this study to examine window eco

nomics, it is apparent that the conventional home and the technology trans

fer home windows are weak points in the otherwise fairly good building 

envelope. 

The lack of exposed mass (tile or concrete floors and interior brick 

walls) in the homes will cause those homes with more than 11 percent of the 

floor area in south-facing glass to overheat on mild winter days. The 

Medford home has had a mild overheating situation, as the owner omitted the 

tile floors and installed carpet instead. Since the south-facing glass to 

living area percentage is only slightly above 11 percent, the overheating 

would be expected to be minimal and the opening of a window could easily 

mitigate the problem (Table V). 

The Stillwater home will overheat slightly on mild winter days when 

the inside temperatures reach 80 degrees without the air being circulated 

by the furnace fan. The Stillwater home has quarry tile floors in every 

room except the bedrooms. Area rugs are used in the seating areas of the 

living room and dining area. In addition to the glazed quarry tile floors 

there is a brick wall in the living room behind the wood stove and another 

in the sun room to be used for heat storage. The Stillwater home, having 
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the largest percentage of south-facing glass {202.5 square feet--direct 

gain, 72 square feet--indirect gain in the Trombe walls) requires 815 

square feet of massive material exposure to satisfy the three to one recom

mended minimum ratio of exposed mass to direct gain south-facing glass. 

The Stillwater home can be heated only by the sun on cold sunny winter days 

or the wood stove on cold winter nights. The "conventional home" has no 

significant south-facing glass, as the major glass areas on the rear of the 

home are oriented east; the front windows face the street to the west. 



CHAPTER V 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF PERCEPTIONS 

Comfort as a Major Benefit 

One of the benefits of the energy efficient home is comfort. All of 

the owners of the case study homes (Profiles One through Four) stated that 

their homes were the most comfortable in which they have ever lived, and 

all considered thermal comfort an important reason for building the homes. 

In addition, all of the owners stated that the degree of thermal comfort 

came as a surprise to them after they moved into the home. The owners of 

the Hugo home stated that a stable inside temperature, free of rapid fluc

tuation, was one of the true advantages of their home and a major factor 

in their evaluation of thermal comfort. The owners of the Claremore home 

stated that they were expecting the home to be comfortable; however, they 

were pleasantly surprised at just how well the passive solar design worked. 

The owners of the Hugo and Stillwater homes believed the tile floors 

to be very comfortable and warm. The Hugo home owners chose not to buy 

area rugs for two years after the initial occupancy, as the tile floors 

were comfortable and easy to maintain. The tile floors did not create a 

reverberating noise problem since the inside brick walls were designed with 

openings in the head joints of the brick to allow the sound waves to be 

absorbed in the soft insulation or acoustical tile installed behind the 

brick (Figures 6, 21, and 22). The Stillwater home owners felt the 
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tile floor was an item of convenience and comfort, and would tile the 

entire home next time. 

The use of the Trombe walls (Figures 4, 19 and 20) add to the thermal 

comfort of the occupants, as the brick walls become very warm to the touch 

during the winter days. The Trombe wall acts as a large radiator in the 

evening in the living and bedroom areas of the homes. The exterior view of 

the Trombe wall (Figures 4 and 19) is a dark brick wall, eight inches 

thick, that is glazed on the outside with one inch tempered insulating 

glass. The outside brick and mortar is very dark to aid in solar absorp

tion, but the inside brick color can vary (Figure 20). The Trombe wall 

adds to the feeling of comfort because it is a large exterior wall that is 

warmer than body temperature and thus radiates warmth to the body. In the 

conventional and technology transfer houses the exterior walls are as much 

as 30 to 40 degrees cooler than body temperature during cold winter nights. 

The bankers, builders, and utility representatives were asked if they 

had been in the subject homes after the homes were operating and occupied. 

Only one utility representative and one builder had been inside any of the 

subject homes, and those visits were not enough to make any judgment con

cerning the degree of thermal comfort provided by the home. Bankers typi

cally made final check-up visits before the home was occupied. The lending 

institutions did not ask, nor were they told, the amount required for oper

ating expenses in the homes. After the bankers were told of the energy 

costs of the subject homes, they viewed the expense involved as lower than 

normal or very much lower than normal. The lack of feedback and post

occupancy evaluation will be discussed in Chapter VI. 
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The definition of 11 energy efficient 11 as it applies to residential 

construction is a central issue to this study. All of the respondents were 

given the same question and asked to select and modify the definition to 

fit their own personal perception of how an energy efficient home should be 

defined. The question is shown in the Appendix. 

Three utility company representatives, the builder of the technology 

transfer home, and one banker selected the definition having to do with 

total energy costs, in which a simple total dollar amount would be the 

gauge of energy efficiency. They selected four different criteria to be 

used as the measurement, as follows: 

a. any utility bill for heating that is below $100/month; 

b. any utility bill that is below $.05 per square foot per month; 

c. any utility bill that is below the utility system average; and 

d. any utility bill for heating that is below $100 per year. 

All of the home builders, except the builder of the technology trans

fer home, selected defintion 11 b, 11 having to do with the materials and 

insulation incorporated into the construction of the home. The builder of 

the Stillwater home said that the good materials must be coupled with good 

workmanship and careful construction methods. It is not surprising that 

all of the owners/contractors, with the exception of the Hugo owners, also 

selected definition 11 b, 11 having to do with the materials used in the con

struction of the home. Two of the owners said that the materials defini

tion should be modified to include the proper building orientation. 

Three bankers and three utility company representatives also selected 

the materials definition 11 b, 11 of energy efficiency. One of the utility 
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representatives commented that a high efficiency heat pump or gas furnace 

should be included in the definition. 

The scientific definition of energy efficiency, BTUs per the product 

of square feet of living area multiplied by the degree days, is shown as 

definition 11 C. 11 It was not selected by any of the respondents; however, 

two utility representatives admitted that it was the most accurate, but the 

least understood. Definition 11 C, 11 or a variation of it, is used by the 

utility companies to forecast energy use. Definition 11 d, 11 having to do 

with the efficiency or devices or the incorporation of solar devices in the 

home, was not selected by any of the respondents, except as a partial 

addition to the materials definition 11 b. 11 

Perception of Risks in Technology Adoption 

All of the persons interviewed (owners, builders, bankers, and utility 

representatives) agreed that the energy efficient/passive solar technolgy 

utilized in the construction of the homes included in the study was not an 

economic or social risk. One of the owner respondents admitted that a 

close relative thought they were 11 Crazy 11 for wanting to build such a home, 

but they proceeded with the construction and the relative has 11 accepted 11 

the actual constructed home. More importantly, all of the respondents 

would use the technology again in another home that they might build. 

The respondents were all very pleased with the visual appearance of the 

homes, and any comments from others were always positive concerning visual 

appearance. 

The bankers closely scrutinize the location of the home, and include 

social risk as a matter of location within the community. The bankers will 

not generally make loans on earth-sheltered homes, dome homes, or log 
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homes. The subject home owners had no problem with securing a mortgage 

loan because of the passive solar technology utilized in construction. 

The builders of the Hugo and Claremore homes thought the construction 

was 11 a little11 more complicated than a conventional home of the same size 

and quality. The builder of the Stillwater home saw no difference between 

the construction of the energy efficient home and the conventional homes he 

builds. Only the builder of the Medford home replied that the home was 

more complicated to build than a conventional home. The Medford builder 

was the owner, and does not build homes for a living. 

Market Factors and Incentives for 

Technology Adoption 

All of the owners said there were no energy efficient homes on the 

market in the areas in which they wanted to live. One of the owners said 

that they had owned the particular piece of land for some time and that was 

the overriding factor in deciding to build the subject home. All of the 

bankers replied that there should be more energy efficient homes on the 

market. The builder of the technology transfer homes was elated that his 

initiative to begin marketing 11 Super-insulated passive solar homes 11 has met 

with remarkable success, even in a new subdivision. 

None of the persons interviewed felt that the technology employed 

in the subject homes was too expensive or too complicated to use in the 

construction of any home. All of the persons interviewed felt that the 

additional cost need not be a barrier to widespread adoption of energy 

efficient technology. 

When the builders were asked how the construciton cost of the subject 

home could be reduced, two of the builders listed the following: 

1. use less expensive windows; 



2. do not use the Trombe walls; 

3. do not be so concerned about orientation, as a large quan

tity of fill sand was required to make the site level; 

4. do not insulate the duct work under the floor; and 

5. use less perimeter insulation at the stem wall. 
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It is apparent that these builders selected to eliminate the very items 

that made the homes so energy efficient. 

Two of the builders said that the energy efficient home did not and 

should not cost any more than any custom built home of reasonable quality. 

The builder of the technology transfer home felt that a more reasonable 

sizing of mechanical equipment could reduce the cost of the energy effi

cient home. Mr. Rogers of Rogers Construction was concerned that the 

use of the Oklahoma Natural Gas 11 Conservator Home 11 sign and marketing 

aids might be a problem in the future if Oklahoma Natural Gas does not 

11 police 11 the builders and require uniformly high materials and workmanship 

standards. 

As pointed out earlier, the federal and state income tax credits ap

peared not to act as an incentive to the owners in the construction of a 

home. Only the Stillwater home owners filed for the tax credit, worth 

several thousand dollars. The Stillwater home owners 1 major motivation was 

to build a very nice, energy efficient home in an area convenient for the 

family. There is a great deal of personal satisfaction in accomplishing 

the goal that has very little to do with energy cost savings. Three of the 

four builders and the builder of the technology transfer home replied that 

they had a greater sense of accomplishment from having constructed the 

energy efficient home than they did when constructing a conventional 

home. 
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The most important source of information for the home owner was the 

information received from the architect hired to design the home and his or 

her personal 11 experience 11 prior to contacting the architect. Professional 

magazines provided the next most important source of information. One-half 

of the owners did not understand the principles of passive solar design 

until they moved into the home and experienced the way the sun works with 

the building and their thermal comfort. All of the owners were surprised 

by the thermal comfort provided by the home. living in the home and 

experiencing how it works is the best source of information. 

Three out of four home builders felt that 11 years of experience 11 was 

their major source of information. The builder of the Claremore home had 

constructed over 500 homes prior to the subject home. The builder of the 

technology transfer home had constructed over 300 homes. Professional and 

trade magazines also played a major role in providing information to the 

bu i 1 der. The other bu i 1 der and the bu i1 der of the techno 1 ogy transfer home 

listed the owners• architects. visits to the Stillwater home, books, and 

professional meetings as sources of information. Governmental programs. 

ace programs or literature, building codes, university or school-sponsored 

programs, or consumer and popular magazines played no role as sources of 

information for the builder pioneering in energy efficient residential 

technology. The building tradesmen, on various construction jobs, have 

demonstrated to the researcher a resistance to reading even a six-page 

building specification. 

Structured educational programs from universities or vocational tech

nical schools played no part as an information source for any of the 
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persons interviewed, except one of the home owners and one of the utility 

representatives. The major source of information for the utility repre

sentatives was programs presented by the utility organization, but the 

utility-sponsored programs were not viewed as a source of information by 

the home owners or the home builders. Only two of the lending institution 

officers listed utility-sponsored programs as a secondary source of infor

mation on energy efficient residential technology. 

One of the bankers, having been in the home and having seen a photo

graph of the home, and after saying that he had read articles about how 

passive solar design works, still asked, "Now where are the solar panels, 

on the roof in the back?" This remark demonstrated that he really did not 

understand the concept of passive solar design in housing, as there are no 

"collector panels," except the normal windows, and the panels certainly 

would not be located on the north side of the home. 

Perception of the Value of Energy Conservation 

All of the home owners viewed the conservation of energy as very 

important in home construction, as did all of the utility company repre

sentatives. Three out of the four home builders and the builder of the 

technology transfer home also felt that conservation of energy was very 

important when constructing a home. Three out of the four bankers agreed 

with the home owners on the importance of energy conservation in home 

construction. In contrast, only 30 percent of the 19 respondents felt 

energy conservation was as important in automobile selection. One of the 

respondents replied, "In both home construction and automobile selection, 

personal comfort was the major factor in the process of selection and 

deciding what to build." 
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Interaction of the Decision Makers 

All of the home owners of the homes in Profiles One through Four 

perceived the utility companies to be indifferent to the fact that they 

were constructing an energy efficient home, and the utility representatives 

did not encourage the owners to use energy saving measures. There could 

have been mitigating circumstances for this perception, in that the Public 

Service Company of Oklahoma's "Good Cents" program had not begun when the 

Hugo home was constructed. Often, as was the case in the Medford home, the 

relationship with the utility company was soured by differences concerning 

charges for extension of service lines. The owner of the Stillwater home 

did not involve the gas utility until the home was nearly complete. The 

Stillwater municipal utility does not have any energy auditors or persons 

employed to aid customers in the conservation of energy. The Claremore 

home site had electric service for the owners' mobile home prior to the 

construction of the home. 

Only the owners of the Medford home perceived that the lending 

institution officer was concerned or was encouraging about the projected 

saving of utility costs. The Medford home owner was already doing more 

of what the lending institution suggested. None of the other owners of the 

energy efficient homes could recall the lending institution providing any 

suggestions or assistance toward the owner's goal of energy efficiency. 

Three out of four of the owners did think that the builders or con

tractors were encouraging and cooperative in making the home as energy 

efficient as possible. Three of the four builders said they had to in

struct and remind subcontractors in the methods that were to be employed in 

the construction of the home. One of the builders and the builder of the 

technology transfer home did not employ subcontractors to do critical 
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insulation, sealing, and window installation jobs. All of the builders 

thought the subcontractors were cooperative, helpful, and understanding 

once they understood what was desired. The builders thought the tradesmen 

involved learned many of the techniques of energy efficient construction 

technology from the experience. 

All of the utility company representatives interviewed deal with the 

customers, usually in the role of energy auditors and customer service 

coordinators. When asked if the utility companies offer to teach the 

owners or builders of new homes how to construct the new home to be more 

energy efficient, the utility representatives explained the various pro-

grams, such as the 11 Conservator Home 11 program of Oklahoma Natural Gas, the 

11 Good Cents 11 program of PSO, the Energy Audit programs of the Rural Elec

tric Cooperatives, and the Audit, Peaks, and Award programs of OG&E. The 

PSO 11 Good Cents 11 program appeared to be the only program to aid and assist 

the new home owner with instruction, aid, and follow through in seeing that 

the home is actually constructed to save energy. All of the utility repre-

sentatives who were interviewed found the builders and owners with whom 

they had dealings to be receptive and willing to learn techniques of energy 

efficient construction. 

Three of the four lending institution officers interviewed said that 

their institutions were concerned with the energy efficiency of the homes 

on which they were to make loans. The institutions required homes to have 

minimum insulation levels and use double pane insulating glass or storm 

windows. The lending institutions generally see that minimum standards are 

included in the home plans or spdcifications are submitted for appraisal. 

The appraisal is done to establish market value and size and not energy 

efficiency, except as an indirect, tertiary byproduct. 
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Technology Transfer 

If the decision makers are to learn more about the energy efficient 

residential construction technology, what method or source should be 

used to achieve the technology transfer? What would be the best informal 

method? The bankers stated that building codes and architectural drawings 

would be the best informal educational method. Home builders and utility 

representatives thought professional and trade magazines would be the best 

method, with experience and architectural drawings as the second choice. 

The best formal educational method, as viewed by the utility repre

sentatives, was: {1) the utility-sponsored programs and (2) programs 

sponsored by universities or vocational technical schools. One builder 

thought the formal methods were inappropriate, while the others thought 

structured business or professional programs were best, with utility 

company programs the second best formal educational method. The bankers 

agreed with the builders on the best formal method (structured business or 

professional programs), but the bankers thought that governmental programs 

were the second best formal method of education. 

One of the bankers and one of the builders thought utility programs 

would be designed to sell energy and that utility-sponsored programs would 

not be of any assistance. The builder of the technology transfer home 

thought professional organizations such as the NAHB, with its magazine and 

seminar programs, would be the best to educate the builders. In Oklahoma, 

not many of the builders outside the major cities belong to the NAHB. 

It was evident in the interviews that many of the persons in business 

would prefer things as they are, with as little interference as possible. 

As Jack Shelton, the builder of the Stillwater home and the conventional 

home, said: "Builders like to do the things they have been doing for 20 
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years 11 (Shelton, 1986, n.p.). The bankers, who work with governmental 

regulation every day, were the most willing to accept building codes and 

government sponsored programs to achieve a goal. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Oklahoma-based uti 1 i ty companies are proposing the construct ion of as 

many as 20 new generating plants in the next decade ending in 1995 to meet 

a projected increased electrical demand (First Biennial Electric System 

Planning Report, 1985). Nationwide energy use for the past decade has 

shown remarkable savings because of conservation (Fiscal Year 1984 Annual 

Report of the Energy Efficient Buildings Program, 1985). Oklahoma is 

apparently not in step with the widespread use of effective conservation 

measures used in home and building design and construction. Nationwide 

requirements for energy conservation measures in automobiles have had 

remarkable success in reducing fuel demand. Oklahoma buildings have not 

typically utilized the available energy efficient alternatives, except 

added wall and ceiling insulation, to reduce energy demand and thus keep 

utility rates more stable. 

Summary 

Included in the objectives of the study were the following: 

1. to provide an easily understood graphic presentation of the state 

of the art of energy efficient residential design; 

2. to establish construction and operation benefit and cost data for 

the case study homes; 
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3. to investigate conditions and factors affecting the transfer of 

energy efficient residential construction technology to the builders and 

tradesmen; and, 

4. to examine the implications of the above as it concerns utility 

regulation and educational programs that are concerned with the building 

trades. 

This is a case study analysis of five homes designed by the researcher 

--four energy efficient homes in four different regions of Oklahoma and a 

conventional home in Stillwater. The conventional home was examined only 

with regard to construction cost and energy use analysis. One additional 

home was used in the study as an example of how energy efficient residen

tial construction technology is transferred. Four major decision makers-

the owner, the builder, the banker, and the utility representative--in

volved with the construciton of the case study homes were interviewed in 

1986 concerning the home and their attitudes toward energy efficient home 

construction. 

The cost of construction of an energy efficient home can vary a great 

deal. The case study subject homes varied in construction cost or price 

from $24 to $55 per square foot. The cost of the 11 conventional home" was 

$39; more than the cost of three out of four of the energy efficient homes. 

Personal choices of finish, housing market factors, and building contract

ing arrangements accounted for the largest differences in construction 

cost, even though the four energy efficient case study homes used the same 

building specifications. The cost of home construction in Stillwater was a 

significant factor in the apparent higher cost for the three Stillwater 

homes. 

The difference between the cost of constructing the home in a conven

tional manner or utilizing energy efficient technology also varied a great 
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deal. By the owners 1 estimations, the energy efficient construction cost 

from less than one percent to 27 percent more than the same home construc

ted in the 11 COnventional" manner. The home builders 1 estimations of the 

differences varied from 11 not much 11 to 20 percent. 

When examining the cost of operation of the energy efficient homes, 

the cost is greatly affected by the size of the home, the percentage of 

south-facing glass when compared to floor area, and fuel source. The 

larger the home, the larger the energy bill. The larger the south-facing 

glass percentage, the smaller the energy bill. The all-electric homes cost 

more to operate than those that use natural gas for space and water heat

ing. When comparing a conventional home with the energy efficient homes, 

the cost of operation per square foot of the conventional home was two to 

three times more expensive. Design, materials, orientation, and lifestyle 

become overriding factors in cost of operation. 

The cost of operation of the energy efficient home per square foot of 

living area per month varied from $.0334 to $.0470. The cost of operation 

of the 11 Conventional 11 home was $.0902 for the same conditions (Figure 29). 

When examining the homes used in this study, the 11 energy efficiency 11 for 

11 heating 11 presented in Figure 32 and the figures on the last line of Table 

IV are below the three BTU/(sq.ft. x DO) described by Germer (1984) as the 

qualifying performance of an energy efficient home. 

The benefits of building, owning, or living in an energy efficient 

home are not just limited to reduced purchased energy costs. The sense of 

personal thermal comfort, with very stable indoor temperatures, also is a 

benefit, even though it is harder to measure in terms of dollars and cents. 

All of the owners of the energy efficient homes included thermal comfort as 

a major reason for constructing the home. The decision makers, other than 

the owners, had not generally been in the homes after occupancy to judge 
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the effectiveness of the energy efficient design. There was no structured 

or systematic mechanism for feedback of energy cost to the decision makers. 

The personal definition of 11 energy efficient home, 11 as used by the 

decision makers involved with the construction of the home, varied from a 

fixed-dollar amount of energy cost to predominantly a definition that 

listed the amounts of insulation used, the types of windows used, the 

orientation of the home, and the type of energy efficient unit used for the 

heating and cooling of the home. The most acceptable definition to the 

housing decision makers of the 11 energy efficient home 11 coincided with the 

prescriptive (building materials) approach of the ASHRAE 90-80 standard and 

the NCSBCS model energy code. 

The respondents saw no financial, social, or visual risk in the adop

tion of the passive solar/energy efficient technology employed in the 

construction of the homes shown and described in Profiles One through Four 

in Chapter IV. The respondents, who were all employing the energy effi

cient technology for the first time, thought the technology was only a 

little more complicated than the 11 conventional 11 methods used in the past. 

The impediments to technology adoption described by Rogers and Shoemaker 

(1971) were of no consequence to the respondents. 

Tax credit incentives for the use of passive solar methods played 

little or no role in the decision of the owners to construct their homes 

using the passive solar technology. There were no energy efficient homes 

in the market area which were for sale at the time the study homes were 

constructed. The owners did the major share of the contracting for the 

energy efficient homes studied, and as such, did most of the coordination 

between the subcontractors and material supplies. 

Builders did not receive the information necessary to construct an 

energy efficient home from a vocational-technical school, a university, a 
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utility company, a government, or a business-sponsored program. No evi

dence was found that any of these sources played a role in providing 

instruction to the builders, owners, or anyone else in a decision making 

role concerning the methods used in energy efficient construction. Build

ers relied on their own experience, professional magazines, and the archi

tectural drawings involved. There was no evidence of any common effective 

information source for the persons involved in the construction of the 

energy efficient housing. 

There was little evidence of interaction between the decision makers 

concerning energy efficient home construction, except between the owners 

and builders of two of the four homes included in the case study. Owners 

of the energy efficient homes thought the utility company representatives 

were indifferent and did not encourage them to use energy saving measures 

when building their homes. Lending institution officers provided only 

minimal information on energy efficiency to the owners. 

Conclusions 

Based on the analyses of the data, and considering the limited number 

of homes included in the study, it is evident that the energy efficient 

technology employed in the construction of the homes in Profiles One 

through Four is effective in reducing operational energy costs of housing 

from 25 to 50 percent, in comparison to an electric utility standard of 

$.065 per square foot of 1 iving .space per month. The savings are 48 to 63 

percent when compared to a "conventional" home designed by the researcher. 

If all new home construction in Oklahoma were to use a similar energy 

efficient technology in the next decade, the growth in the demand for 

primary energy use and electrical power would become more in line with 

national trends. 
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The additional cost of passive solar/energy efficient residential 

construction technology can not be clearly established from the data col

lected. Interviews with the owners and builders and the cost data for the 

case study homes indicated that the energy efficient homes generally cost 

more than the same home constructed in a conventional manner. Since energy 

efficient homes generally have more and better quality windows, more insu

lation (particularly below the floor and around the perimeter), and addi

tional interior masonry and tile floors, it is only reasonable that the 

energy efficient home would cost more than the conventional home. However, 

the conventional home in this study cost more to construct than three of 

the four energy efficient homes. The conventional home was constructed on 

a rigid budget in which the builder made the preponderance of the material 

and workmanship decisions, but, as would occur on many similar homes, the 

apparent need for two bay windows and the apparent desirability of that 

particular west-facing lot made other energy efficient technology choices 

mute. As in all types of purchases, energy efficiency is one of the 

choices to be weighed and considered by the consumer. Only the selection 

of energy efficiency can provide life of the home comfort and a chance for 

recovery of the investment for the long-time occupant. 

The annual adjusted energy cost differential between the Stillwater 

home and the 11 Conventional 11 home amounts to $929. Assuming a $10,000 

additional cost of the energy efficient technology in the Stillwater home, 

and using the $4,000 income tax credit, the net construction cost increase 

for the Stillwater home would be $6,000. Assuming a 20-year mortgage, and 

if utility costs increase at a rate of 6 percent per year, the additional 

construction cost would be paid out with a 10 percent interest rate mort

gage as the energy saving accrue, and the investment would take slightly 

over eight years to repay. For the remaining 12 years of the 20-year 
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mortgage, the Stillwater home owner could save nearly $40,000, if the 

annual energy savings were invested with a 10 percent return. 

The problem of choice between building an energy efficient home or a 

conventional type is clearly a question of time. It is a rerun nf the old 

battle between life cycle costing and short turnaround on investment. The 

builder of the speculative house, or the owner with a very limited budget 

who intends to relocate in a few years, would rarely select the less 

obvious energy efficient options for inclusion in the home. They would 

probably select the 11 Showy 11 options that would help sell the home quickly, 

or items that one could take when moving to another location. The energy 

efficient option provides extraordinary comfort and a sizable return on the 

investment over time. The energy efficient home should appeal to that 

market segment of home buyers who would like to 11 put down roots 11 and stay 

in one place. Energy efficient homes should also appeal to those with 

sufficient capital to make the investment in thermal comfort as a matter of 

choice. 

Interviews with the owners pointed out that benefit cost analysis 

should not look only at the cost of operation and cost of construction 

figures, but should take into consideration the more subjective value of 

thermal comfort. Just as U.S. Government projects must take into consid

eration the subjective value of aesthetics when calculating a benefit/cost 

ratio, the subjective value of thermal comfort that results from closely 

working with the environment must be introduced into the process of hou.sing 

economic analysis. While the expenditure for comfort is never questioned 

in the purchase of carpet, furniture, and automobiles, the expenditure for 

thermal comfort has become the subject of scrutiny by builders and utility 

companies to resist change in the way of doing business. 
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There was a lack of energy efficient homes on the market when the case 

study homes were constructed. The builder of the technology transer home 

believes that the marketing of energy efficient homes gives his company the 

competitive edge in a soft market without increasing costs to a significant 

degree. With only four months of unoccupied operation of the "technology 

transfer" home, the heating efficiency was only 7.30 BTUs/sq.ft. x HOD. 

Even the conventional home performed better, but the first few months of 

operation as a sales model is not a fair comparison. The heating effi

ciency of the homes constructed by the Rogers Construction Company is well 

below Germer's (1984) proposed performance efficiency of the "tract" homes. 

The window selection, lack of internal mass, small percentage of 

south-facing glass, and constant use of the air-to-air heat exchanger will 

reduce the performance of the model technology transfer home. The initial 

landscaping measures of the Rogers subdivision also appeared to be in 

conflict with the passive solar principles of providing shade to the east 

and west sides of the homes, and avoiding the planting of tall conifers on 

the south side of the homes. It is unlikely that the energy efficiency of 

the technology transfer home could ever equal the efficiency of the homes 

presented in Profiles One through Four. The street pattern of the technol

ogy transfer home subdivision will allow future retrofit that could enhance 

energy performance. The transfer of energy efficient technology can not be 

very complete until the builders of the tract and custom homes are coerced 

by market pressures or regulating agencies to invest in the design and 

engineering measures that are the basis of energy efficient homes. The ad

hoc measures a few builders take to serve their clients will never accomp

lish the reduction in electrical demand necessary to forestall the future 

increases in utility rates to pay for the construction the proposed new 

electrical generating plants in Oklahoma. 
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The promise of energy savings shown in the energy efficient homes in 

the study will not be fully realized until the builders and decision makers 

fully understand the principles of how a building can benefit and work with 

the environment. While the personal interviews determined that all of the 

decision makers felt energy efficient housing was very important, the mea

sure of their conviction must be demonstrated in action to change their 

methods of doing business, especially regarding decisions concerning energy 

efficiency. 

The decision makers• attitudes of dominance over the environment 

should be changed. For example, mechanical equipment suppliers of furnaces 

and air conditioners feel that their job is to overcome the climate with 

more devices. However, their attitude should be to cooperate and take 

advantage of the climate and environment to do the heating and cooling job 

using less money and less finite natural resources. Decision makers need 

to adopt energy efficiency as a goal and establish a system of receiving 

positive and negative energy use feedback from projects constructed in the 

past. Only then will it be possible for the decision makers to realize the 

construction methods and the internal office procedures that should be 

changed to serve the home owner/client more effectively. 

Based upon the structured interviews with the various decision makers 

involved with the construction of the energy efficient homes, there ap

peared to be no system of technology transfer for energy efficient residen

tial construction methods. The builders, owners, and bankers have not 

found a coordinated, centralized, or up-to-date source for information 

concerning energy efficient construction. There is no structured program 

within the state of Oklahoma to teach housing designers, architectural 

students, civil engineers, landscape architects, city planners, builders, 

heating and cooling equipment suppliers, and other housing decision makers 
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the methods by which housing can be made to be substantially more effi

cient. There is no coordinating agency and no energy policy concerning 

housing in the state. There are a few ad-hoc and uncoordianted efforts, 

such as the Oklahoma Corporation Commission Residential Conservation Ser

vice, but their efforts have had little success in reaching the Oklahoma 

home builder. The efforts of Oklahoma State University's School of Tech

nology to develop procedures for the use of the earth-coupled heat pump is 

one example of success brought about through the cooperation of education, 

industry, and the regulated utilities. 

The builders learn best by experience, but they develop work method 

inertia that resists change. Instruction and information is needed to 

provide a reason to change work methods. The home builders and their major 

subcontractors and suppliers have no guide of minimum standards or methods 

that could better serve the home buying customers and the community at 

large. While the larger Oklahoma communities do have building codes, the 

enforcement does not include instruction in the latest methods of energy 

efficiency. The code enforcement process is used as a 11 Club 11 rather than a 

teaching device. Stillwater, for example, uses the One and Two Family 

Dwelling Code, a code with nationwide acceptance. The edition of the code 

adopted by Stillwater has been updated five times since the code adoption 

11 years ago, but Stillwater continues to operate with the old version of 

the housing code. The standards listed in the 1975 code are woefully out 

of date. The city requires that carefully engineered streets and utility 

plans be drawn of the facilities the city will take over from the devel

oper. However, the city does little to ensure that the generally unin

formed home buying consumer receives the benefit of current technology. 

While it is apparent that governmental regulation has had a tremendous 

effect upon the energy efficiency of the nation's transportation fleet, 
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reduced fuel demand, coupled with relatively constant world production 

levels, has caused fuel prices to fall. Utility company rates for elec

tricity and natural gas to heat and cool our homes have not fallen, as 

the demand is still increasing, according to OCC projections. In certain 

states across the northern and western U.S., energy codes, coupled with 

high energy prices, have reduced energy demand so that planned power plants 

have been delayed or even shelved permanently. There is no current ground 

swell of support for energy codes in Oklahoma. Even with the depressed 

energy and agricultural industries and reduced public payrolls, the adop

tion building codes (including an energy code) could provide a uniform 

and effective basis of new housing energy performance in Oklahoma. 

Utilities train many of their own employees in certain aspects of 

energy efficient housing; however, those teaching efforts are not being 

transferred effectively to the other decision makers in the housing indus

try. There seems to be distrust of the sincerity of the utility companies• 

efforts on the part of the owners and builders involved. The Public Ser

vice Company of Oklahoma•s 11 Good Cents 11 program has the potential to reach 

the builders and owners of new homes; however, their 11 pitch 11 is obviously 

slanted to the use of heat pumps, without recognition of the availability 

of natural gas in many areas. Natural gas is a reality in much of Oklahoma 

for many years to come, and it does not make economic sense to burn natural 

gas to generate electricity, considering the generating and distribution 

inefficiencies. While the use of natural gas generating plants to take 

care of summer peak demand makes more economic sense, it makes more sense 

to design our homes and landscape our neighborhoods to reduce cooling load 

demand. 
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Reconunendations 

The length of this study by no means represents the final word in the 

study of energy efficient homes. Further studies are needed in every area 

of Oklahoma to demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of each type of 

home and energy saving technique in use. When energy performance studies 

are made of our homes, we begin to better understand the patterns of use 

and energy consumption. Further studies should be done to enable the 

consumers, builders, bankers, utility representatives, and those in posi

tions of political power to understand the logic of working with the envi

ronment when designing any home or building. 

While the municipal utilities are usually only a broker/agent of the 

investor-owned utilities, the municipal consumer does not receive the ad

vantage of the PURPA mandated conservation assistance. Those areas such 

as Stillwater, which are served by municipal utilities, should be required 

to provide the same services, namely, energy conservation consumer assist

stance required by the PURPA regulations. Investor-owned utilities and the 

Rural Electric Cooperatives presently have contact personnel in all areas 

of the state who work with builders and owners to establish new service to 

new structures. While some of the contact personnel may be holdovers from 

the energy marketing days, the utilities have an informed cadre and the 

most apparent opportunity to effect change in the energy efficiency of the 

housing stock of Oklahoma. 

A move to reduce the increase in e lectri ca 1 demand could be made 

through the use of 11 conditions of service, 11 utilizing standards much like 

the standards currently being used for the PSO 11 Good Cents 11 program and the 

OG& E 11 Award 11 program. The conditions of service should be mandatory for 

new housing and substantial additions and modifications. Conditions of 
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service, used by many utilities, require that the customer does not waste 

energy, thus putting an unfair demand upon the system. The Long Island 

Lighting Company in New York intalls meters and makes the final connections 

for consumers only after the utility representative confirms that the home 

in question has the proper insulation levels, proper types of windows, and 

energy efficient appliances (furnaces, air conditioners, and water heat

ers). The conditions of a service program must verify the actual work, 

much 1 ike the 11 Good Cents 11 program presently does. 

A dichotomy of cross purposes seems apparent when the uti 1 ity needs to 

see its product make a profita but is required to help and require the 

consumer to use the product efficiently. As much of the consumer's con

venience and comfort is in the grip of the utility company, the consumer is 

skeptical of the utility's motives. The consumer feels insignificant when 

he or she realizes the size, resources, and monopolistic advantage of the 

utility. Utilities spend a great deal of money promoting a service image, 

but 11 conditions of service 11 regulation would have a tendency to work 

against the 11 good guy 11 image unless the program was carefully administered 

to maintain the 11 helping 11 image. The utilities need to explain to the 

consumer the cost of the proposed generating plants and should point out 

the need for effective measures to maintain reasonable utility rates. 

The lending institutions, however, could have an enormous impact on 

the quality and energy efficiency of housing by virtue of the power of the 

purse. The interviews indicated that there was a more trusting relation

ship between the bankers, owners, and builders. Lending institutions would 

merely have to require the use of energy efficient residential technology 

materials, orientation, and methods as a condition of securing the loan. 

The existing minimum recommendations of insulation and storm windows would 

have to be replaced with an energy code or a list of requirements which 
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included up-to-date measures that would ensure energy efficiency of the new 

home. This would provide a significant opportunity for the home owner to 

reduce his or her energy expenditures. 

The borrower should understand that the advantage of compliance with 

the energy efficient requirements would be a reduction in the living ex

pense allowances now calculated in the cash flow process. While the in

creased cost of the home would cause a modestly higher mortgage, that 

higher amount would be offset by the reduction in utility expenditures. 

Whereas utility expenditures literally 11 go up in smoke, 11 savings from 

energy efficiency can enhance consumer choices, buying power, and a secure 

retirement. Energy efficient houses simply allow the owner to spend his 

money in the areas of comfort and accommodations rather than with the 

utility. The lending institution should benefit from the redirection of 

consumer spending. 

To establish some system of feedback so the decision makers can eval

uate the energy efficiency of the homes, a record of the annual energy use 

of a home should be maintained by the lending institution, just as with tax 

and insurance payments. While it is not the researcher•s recommendation 

that the lending instituiton pay any utility bills, the lending institution 

should receive a copy of the annual energy use records as a part of the 

property appraisal. The energy efficiency of the homes should be a factor 

in the overall value of the property. The energy efficiency of the home 

does affect the owner•s cash flow and thus his or her ability to maintain 

the property. 

Builders should also be furnished with energy use records of homes for 

the first five years of operation. Records of energy use, or proposed 

energy use, should be a part of home sale documents to impress potential 

buyers, just as has been done with the Environmental Protection Agency 
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gasoline performance guidelines used in the process of automobile selec

tion. Each utility maintains at least a 12 month computer record of their 

accounts and could provide each home builder a printout of annual energy 

consumption. Builders could develop a 11 track record 11 of the energy use of 

the various types or models of homes so the builders and the buying public 

could clearly see the effects of the methods and materials utilized by the 

builder. Examination of performance data can be of great assistance to the 

home owner, as can energy audits, in discovering mistakes in installation 

or costly practices of usage. The 11 protection 11 of utility cost records as 

a matter of great personal privacy should be modified to accommodate in

formed and helpful examination. 

The State of Oklahoma has laws that enable the various governmental 

agencies such as counties or municipalities to adopt building codes. How

ever, the state has not taken an effective stand to unify and coordinate 

the building trades to what should be a common goal--the use of existing 

technology to hold down energy consumer expenses. The state should adopt a 

uniform building code for the state which is similar to what the states of 

California, New York, Wisconsin, Indiana, Virginia, North Carolina, and 

others have done. The uniform use of the codes will reduce confusion on 

the part of those involved in the building trades. Certainly, several 

codes will have to be utilized to cover all aspects of building, but the 

same group of codes should be utilized and administered across the state. 

The current One and Two Family Dwelling Code was developed cooperatively by 

the three major building code groups as a consensus code that serves as a 

guide for the small scale builder. The current One and Two Family Dwelling 

Code, with its Energy Code appendix, should be adopted by the Oklahoma 

Legislature as the code for all home construction across the state. 
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The building code could be administered by either the State or County 

Departments of Health in the areas of the state that do not presently have 

any building officials. County Health Department sanitarians currently 

must inspect septic and well installations for each home not within a 

municipal system. A requirement that the builders certify and file the 

plans with the county/state official would at least get the conscientious 

builder to study the code and follow its procedures. If that certification 

was also required by the lending institutions as a condition of receipt of 

the loan, the builders would see an even more persuasive reason to comply 

with the code. 

Since the construction of housing is as important as the driving of an 

automobile, the building permit procedures could be expanded to keep the 

builders current with technological advances in housing construction. Just 

as the drivers read a booklet and take an examination, the builders and 

tradesmen could be required to take continuing education courses and even a 

short test as a condition of the granting of a building permit. The 

continuing education programs and building permit examinations should be 

administered as the means to educate and maintain standards that are in the 

public interest. 

Even though Oklahoma has two architectural schools, very little of the 

curriculum is oriented towards housing energy efficiency. The importance 

of design for climate and energy efficiency could be incorporated as an 

easily recognizable part of the curriculum. Although the design profes

sions are not involved in much of the new housing that is constructed 

across the state, home planning services and the design professions should 

respond to the energy code requirements or the requirements of utilities 

and lending institutions. This could help provide building sites and 

building plans that are in concert with the overall goal of reasonable 
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living costs within a clean environment. The largest share of Oklahoma 

housing is designed, as well as constructed, by the realty and building 

professions. The builders, realtors, and other trades need to learn and 

understand the concept of energy efficient housing and the economic impor

tance of working with the environment. 

The Oklahoma Chapter of the American Institute of Architects is mount

ing a campaign to make the typical Oklahoman aware of the value of design. 

The reasons for energy efficient residential design and construction should 

provide a viable and clearly understandable logic as to why the Oklahoma 

home owner and home builder should utilize the design professions to save 

money and to preserve our environment. The design professions (engineers, 

architects, landscape architects, and interior designers) should also be 

part of the continuing education effort within their professional groups, 

and, more importantly, as the consultants and assistants to the housing 

decision makers. 

The state•s educational institutions need to coordinate their efforts 

to provide a means of formal seminars or classes to train the tradesmen 

that serve our communities. Building code adaptation, or even requirements 

for builder continuing education, would provide a ready audience for the 

instructional programs of our vocational-technical schools, universities, 

and colleges. The building trade and technical schools should adopt a goal 

to educate technicians and tradesmen in the overall picture of how a home 

works within the environment. Just as general education requirements are 

set for the college student, the housing decision makers and technicians 

should be able to understand the 11 ecosystem 11 of a house, the occupants, and 

the climate. 

The materials, the assembly configuration methods, and their critical 

home operation factors of energy efficient housing are too important to the 
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future well-being of the state of Oklahoma to be allowed to 11 fall through 

the cracks 11 in our extensive educational system. There seems to be no 

teaching of energy efficient home design and construction technology to the 

housing decision makers in any meaningful way. Since vocational-technical 

schools are located in every area of the state and are working with persons 

in all trades and professions, they have an excellent opportunity to inter

cede and fill the apparent void in the education of an important segment of 

the population. 
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HOM~ UWNER QUESTIONNAIRE 

Your name wi 11 !:!.9!:. be used in the report unless you 
spec1f1cally grant perm1ss1on 
A. Home Owner's Name 

B. Home Locat1on . 
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C. Liv1ng Area or the Home 
llnClUdlng outside walls, but 
u. Area ot south fac1ng glass 

0 •0 0 '""''''" ' ........... - ..... OO .... o000000 ""' OhONO 000'0"'"''-'""0000_.,, 0 ... 00 

direct ga1n 
lndlt"ect ga1n 

E. uate of f1rst Uccupancy 
F. LendlnQ Aqency Ut1l1zed 

not Including unheated spaces) 

u. Utlllt4 Lomcan4 .. natura1 gas 
e1ectt"lC.lt4 
other 

H. ~u1101nq Lontractor Ot" Home Bu110er 

1. lhere seems to be some confus1on as to the definition of 
"energr..~ etf1c1ent" as it 1s used to descr.ibe how well a 
house 1s constructed. Wh1ch of the following def1n1tions 
more closely colnc!des with your P.~£~9D~~ Q@.fin~~~gn of 
"energy efficient»? Please check the approprlate blank. If 
your definition var1es somewhat from the given definition, 
please wr1te in your definition in the »variation» 
blank g1ven . 

. -Q .... a. DOLLAR AI10UNTS OF UTILITY BILLS FOR OPERATIONAL COST 
A home would be "energy effic1ent~ if the total 
dollar amount of ut1lity bills was below !i ·-·------· 
An alternative would be the dollar amount of the 
ut1l1ty bills as compared to the s1ze of the home, 
1.e. $ per square foot of 11v1ng area 
•• If you checked the "a» blank olease fill 1n a 
dollar amount 1n the blanks g1ven. 
var1at1on on a. 

~ b. AMUUN1~ Ur lNSULAIIUN AND CUN~lMUCIION MAI~RlAL 
QUALITY 
A home wou1o be "energy eff1c1entN 1f the home has the 
wn1cn of the to11ow1nq materials: check the 1tems are 
aporoprlate tor your oef1n1tion. 
~ M-~~ ce111ng 1nsulat1on, 
~ ~ x b exter1or wall studs w1th R-19 1nsu1at1on 
~·- H-l~ PBt"lmeter 1nsu!at1on below the floor around 

the outs10e per1meter of the 11v1ng space (stem 
wall 1nsulat1on or floor insulatlon) • 

.. A Has oouble lthsrmo-pane) or storm w1ndows 
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--~----Has ther-mo-br-eak alumlnum or- woad wlndow fr-ames 
___ .;_Other-__ Q£.!§T1'!;;.~!;-~gn_ ......... _ .. . . ....... . .. _ .. _ ... ---- .. - ............ _ ............ . 

CPlease llst) 
var-latlan on b .2_!;-ff lCJ,eflt:. h_~c;tt;_ ~our-ce.J. s..:t9.Y.S!. ~ 

tUJ:"fl!=!!=e 

c. WUANIJIY U~ AUXlLJAMY HEAI H~QU!RED lNATUMAL GAS, 
ELECT~ICIIY, OH EIC.l U~ED, AS COMPAHEU TO THE COOLING 
UH H~Af!Nu LOAD CAUo~D BY THE WEATH~H 
A nome would be uener-gy efflclent" if it used less 
than lquantltyJ Br-ltlsh Ther-mal Unlts of 
electr-lCltY or- natur-al gas tor- ever-y neatlng and 
coallng cegr-ee cay, l.e. BIU per- squar-e foot per
heatlnQ or- coallng cegr-ee day. 
Ua r- 1 at 1 an an c . . ... _ .. _ ... ____ ...... --.. -...... .. ... _____ _ .......... _ ........... _____ .. ___ _ ...... - .... ------.... -.. .. 

d. EfFlCIENC~ OF HEATING OR COOLING DEVICES USED IN THE 
HOI"IE 
A home woulc be "ener-gy efficient" if the home used 
whlch of the following methods or- devices to heat 
and I or- cool the house: 
___ Electr-ic r-esistance heat Cthe home gets to use 100% 
of the kilowatts pur-chased in heat) 
___ Electr-ic heat pump with a Coefficient of 
per-for-mance above -.......... ____ estate the amount, ex. 2 .5) 

A wood bur-ning stove 
A gr-ound loop Cwater to air-) heat pump 
A heat pump for- heating domestic hot water
Active solar- panels and system to heat the space 
or- damestlc hot water-
Ot ner- ......................... - .. _., _______ ............. ----.. -------------.. ···-· ... -- ... -· . . .. ... .. ______ ., ___ _ 

! ...... e. Other--- "ther-mal comfor-t consistancy ami temper-atur-e 
stablllt~ 

~a. What was your- major- sour-ce of lnfor-matlan on ener-gy 
eff1c1ent r-esldentlal p[J,Q~ to tne constr-uctlan of your
home·~ lr-anK tne t lJ:"St ~ 1n or-cer- uslng 1, 2. and 3 ln the 
blanK. Number- 1 lS tne most lmpor-tant.J 
~r-g~~ ~nq~1 a. Lonsumer- I popular magazlnes 
.,jp:~-_:!. {;nd-1 b. Pr-ot'esslanal or- tr-ace maqaz1nes 

u 
lst-1 

.,jJ:"d-1 

u_ 

c. utlllty company pr-ogr-ams 
c. Unlver-slty or- school sponsor-eo pr-ogr-ams 
e. ~tr-uctur-ec Bus1ness or- pr-ofesslanal pr-ogr-ams 

lAr-cnltectur-al, Bullder-, Suppllers) 
t. baver-nmental pr-ogr-ams <Example: Cor-poratlan 

Commlsslan) 
g. Bulldlng Codes 
h. Other- __ lst-2 Ar-chltect.2nd-l Ar-chitect 2nd-l 

tr-ip to Ar-chitect's other- homes 

3. Have you applled for- Income Tax cr-edits for- any passive 
or- act1ve solar- featur-e 1n your- home? 
Yes . !. _. 
No ----~ ____ .. _ ll_ '!;;!::!Q.b!9.t'!~ tb.~Y. l!l!f!.b.t.. apply) 



lt yes. please state tne amount. 
lf ues, U~d the tax cred~t orov~de a ma1or ~ncent~ve to 
the adoot~on at pass~ve solar construct~on·r 
Yes 
NO 1 
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~a. U~d ~au t1na many energy eftl.Clent houses on the market 
wnen ~au aec~aed to ouy or 0u1ld a home? 
Yes 
No If ... 

l.fb. If No to quest1on ~fa, was the lack of energy efficient 
names on the market a major consideration in deciding to 
bu~ld? 

Yes-·~·--·-
No .. ·- . .! ........ 

~a. Is your new home more thermally comfortable than any of 
youL previous homes? 
Yes ..... ~.--.... 
No 

If Yes to quest~on Sa, answer the follow~ng questions: 
~b. Did you cons~deL thermal comfort an 1mpoLtant 
Leason for Oulldlng or buy1ng your energy eff1c1ent home? 
Yes .~ .... - ----· 
No 

~c. U~a the thermal comfort ot uour new nome come as a 
suror1se to you after uou moved 1nto the nome? 
Yes ~ 

NO 

ba. U~d ~ou understand Oetore you moved 1nto the home, how 
the oass1ve solar aspects of the des1pn of ~our nome could 
allow the sun to contrlbute s~on~tlcantly to the heat1ng of 
your nome ~n w~nter? 
Yes ~ 

NO .l .... ·--

bb. Do you understand 1t now? 
Yes .. -·-·~ .............. -
No 

be. If yes to e1ther 6a or 6b, which of the following 
s1gnif~cantly contributed to that understanding? 

Q a. Consumer I popular magaz~nes 
-·~-~9::: . .!--.. b. Professional or trade magazines 
...... Q .............. c. utl.l~ty company programs 
. !§.1;.::-::J.:._ ..... d. Un1 vers1 ty or school sponsoLed programs 
Q -· ...... e. Bus1ness or professional programs 

lArchltectural, Builder, Suppllers) 



f. oovernmental programs lExample: Corporat1on Comm.) 
1st~~ ~~d-~ ~rd~l g. L1v1ng 1n the home 

h. Other _En.g::g 8r .. !;.!J.J: .. !;~ .. 9J; .1~.!;.:::.±. B£~.t:'li ... 1;.~9.t. ---............ __________ . 
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Ia. D1d you understand before you moved into the home, how 
the pass1ve solar aspects of the design of your home could 
protect your home from significant summer heat gain and thus 
help to reduce your air conditioning expenses? 
Yes .... i;, ..... _ .. _,, ... _. 
No .. .; _ ._.......... . 

7b. Do you understand it now? 
Yes .... ~---· 
No .. . .. ·- , __ .. __ 

7c. Wh1ch of the following s1gn1ficantly contributed to that 
understand1ng? (rank the f1rst 3 in order using 1,2, and 3 
in the blank. Number 1 is the most important.) 
Q a. Consumer I popular maQazines 
~ .. r..f!:-:!.-.... b. Professional or trade magazines 
Q .. -·--· c. ut1l1ty company programs 
~~t-~ d. Un1vers1ty or school sponsored programs 

e. ~us1ness or protess1ona1 programs 
(Archltectural, ~u1laer, ~uppllersJ 

t. bovernmental proqrams l~x. Lorporat1on Lomm. 
ls~-~ ~rg~A g. L1v1ng 1n the nome 

h. Uther ~!1!=! .. :-:: . .;.t fl~t;hl't;:eqt .. ·- ... 

~a. Are you sat1sf1ed wlth the costs of heatlng and coo11ng 
4our nome'!" Lheck the one that most closely descrlbes your 
sat1stact1on level. 
~.~ ... very sat1sfied L.;?. f..Q£ h~at.!.DR Q_I'J..!.Y.l . 

. J ......... moderately sat1sf 1ed tt~_g.ubJ.§ J.:!!f .. beB:t P.Ump cited) 
.~.~. _ sat1sf1ed ~ ... .!.5 ~Q.£ !;.QQ.li'1fl. onlyl. 

moderately dlssatisfied 
dissatisf1ed 

~b. On what bas1s do you establlsh your satisfact1on level? 
~ .. a. Compar1son with the utility bills of former homes you 

have llved in . 
.. ~-b. Compar1son w1th Utility bills of fr1ends or neighbors 
.. !_c. Expectations of what you thought the ut1lity bills 

would be for thls home . 
. ! d . Other Comf art ..................... _. __ ............ --·-·----.... - ...................... -...... ---·-- _,_ .............. _, ___ ........ . 

~. Cons1aer1ng the costs and benef1ts of the energy 
etf1c1ent technology employed in the construction of your 
home. do 40u cons1aer the technology any of the follow1ng: 
a. too d1ff1cult to be employed 1n any names other tnan 

custom ou1lt names 
Yes No .~ 

b. too exoens1ve to oe employed 1n any names exceot 
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custom bullt homes 
Yes No ~ 

c. enough of an advantage to construct other homes you might 
be bUl!ding to use the same technology. 
Yes ~. No 

d. lhe use of the technology 1s too much of an economic risk 
to use agaln 1n the construct1on of another home. 
Yes No 'f 

10. Are you and are others sat1sf1ed w1th the exter1or 
appearance of your nome? cneck the one that most closely 
aescr10es 40ur sat1sfact1on level. 

You Oth~rs 

veru sat.1st1ed 
moaerate!u satlstleO 
sat1sf1ed 
moaeratelu Olssatlst.Lea 
OlS5Bt1Sf'1ed 
no comment 

veru sat1sf1ed 
moaerately sat1sf1ed 
sat1sf1ed 
moderately d1ssat1sfied 
dlSSatlSf'led 
no comment 

•1 suror1sed as to s1ze 

11. Do uou v1ew the construct1on of your pass1ve solar I 
eneray eft1c1ent home a v.1sua1 success? 
Yes 'f No 

1~. Uo you get a certa.1n amount of satisfaction from 
compar1ng energy or ut1lity bills with friends and I or 
ne1gn.oors. 
ves 2 No 2 

13. Do you v1ew bullding a passive solar I energy efficient 
nome to be any more/less complicated than the buildlng of a 
convent1onal home? 

Construction 
f1nanc1ng 
Dea11ng wlth the 

Utlllty Co. 
Insurance 

More 
'"± 

Less The Same 

1 3 

1 

1":1:. Uo uou see anu soc1a! r1sk 1n bu1101nq a nome such as 
yours, 1.e. us1ng oass1ve solar or enerq4 etf1c1ent 
construct1on tecnnolopu~ 

·Yes No 3 1 la llttle. but went aheadJ 

lti. Uo you cons.1aer che conservat1on of energy 1moortant? 
~necK the DlanK next to cne woras that best descrlbe uaur 
level at 1moortance. 



!n. l!Q!!!~ ~Q'1E.~.ru£;J~l:.91l 
-·~- very 1mportant 

moderately 1mportant 
1mportant 
moderately unimportant 
not 1mportant at all 

In ~-l:!~Q.!!!Q.!;;lile Select1on 
._g __ very important 
-~· moderately important 

1mportant 
moderately unimportant 
not 1mportant at all 
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lb. What was the construct1on cost of the home nqt 1nc1ud1no 
!and, rurn1sn1ngs twal!paper, area ruqsJ, furn1ture 
t1nanc1ng, ana 1eqa1 expenses ·r 

11. How mucn more dld 1t cost to construct tn1s home w1th 
enero~ err1c1ent and pass1ve solar reatures tnan 1t woula 
nave to ou11d tne same nome 1n a convent1ona1 manner? 

texamples would be add1t1ona1 1nsu1at1on, solar equ1pment, 
!romoe walls, hlgh eff1c1ency equ1pment, add1t1ona1 w1ndows 

18. Do you thln~ that the addltional cost of energy 
eff1c1ent 1 pass1ve so1ar technology 1n res1dential 
construction is low enough that it should not present a 
f1nanc1al barr1er to wide spread trial and usage? 
Yes __ ~ __ Cperhaps some) 
No ?.. _ 

1~. Do you th1nk the Lending Institut1on Officer who handled 
your home construct1on loan or mortgage was concerned and 
encourag1ng about the projected amount of the homes utility 
bllls or lf the home was to be energy efficient? 
Yes. ;t .. _(but 1 t dldn' t mean anything) 
No . ·- ~. ----······ 
lndlfferent ~ 

~0. Uo you th1n~ the Ut1l1ty Company representat1ve you 
spo~e Wlth to rece1ve util1ty serv1ce was concerned if your 
new nome was energy eff1c1ent? tD1d they encourape you to 
use energy sav1nq measures?) 
Yes 
NO 
J.ndltt'erent 'f 

~1. was uour nome ou1laer 1 contractor coooerat1ve, 
encouraq1ng, and unaerstana1ng concern1no your plans to 
bUlld an eneroy err1c1ent nome ratner than a more 
convent1ona1 nome'i' 
Yes ~ __ + ___ . ~~ ~Qm~ J_ 

NO 1 _ -t: __ • ;, qsoJ!!e J... 
J.ndltterent 



I he~eo~ autno~~ze tne use ot my name and I o~ the name of 
my company ~n the w~~tten study. 

!o wnom ~t may conce~n. 
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1n~s lette~ ~s to ~nt~oduce uou to Ken La~son, the a~ch~tect 
at OUL tne Les~oence ~n wh~ch we PLesently l~ve. He ~s 

wo~k~nq on a studu at Uklanoma btate Un~ve~s~ty on the costs 
and oenet1ts of ene~gy eff~c~ent const~uct~on technology and 
tne t~anste~ ot ene~gy eff~c~ent const~uction technology to 
the dec~s~on make~s ~nvolved. We have ~eviewed the 
quest1onna~~es ~nvolved and would ask you~ coope~ation ~n 
the complet~on of the study. Please p~ovide him with the 
~nro~mation needed to complete the questionnai~es. 

Thank You, 

.. -.... ··- ...... ·-·--- ...... -- ... ··-·-···- ·- -····- ·--·---·-----·-------
tHome Owns~) 



HUME ~U!LD~~ UU~~llONNAik~ 

YouL name w~ll not oe used unless you spec~fically gLant 
WL~tten peLm~ss~on 

A. OwneL of the EneLgy Eff~c~ent Home undeL ConsideLat~on 

B. Home Location ·----·---- ·--·--.. ------.. --·--·----·---·-----·-·---
C.Building ContLactoL OL Home BuildeL 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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1. TheLe seems to be some confusion as to the def~nition of 
~eneLgy eff~cient" as it is used descLibing how well a home 
~s constLucted. The basis of seveLal diffeLent definit~ons 
aLe shown below, wh1ch one moLe closely coincides with ~Q~r. 
QeLson.~! g~t! .. n.tt_~.Q!! of " eneLgy eff ic1ent "? Please check 
the appLOPLlate blank. If youL defin1t~on vaLies somewhat 
fLam the g1ven definition please WLite in the youL 
def1n1t1on 1n "var~ation" blank g1ven. 

-~ a. DOLLAR AMOUNTS OF UTILITY BILLS FOR OPERATIONAL COST 
A home would be aenergy eff1c1entu 1f the total 
dollaL amount of ut~lity blll was below$, __ .. peL 
month. An alteLnative would be the dollaL amount of 
the utility bills as compaLed to the s~ze of the 
l~v1ng area of the home, 1.e. $ per squaLe foot 
of l~v1ng area. •• If you checked the "a" blank 
please t1ll 1n a dollar amount 1n the $ blanks g~ven. 

v a r 1 at ~on on a . . ... . ... . . . ... ·-·-... ··--·--- .. ---·------------ ...... --·--·--.. ----·----.. -· ___ _ 

~_b. AMOUNTS Of INSULATION AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL 
A home would be "eneLgy efficient" if the home has 
Whlch of the followlng mateLials: check the 
appropr~ate 

items. 
·-~--R-38 calling insulation 
... -'!.....2 x 6 exterior wall studs with R-19 insulation 
·--~.R-15 perimeter Cstem wall) insulation or floor 

insulation 
·-~insulating (double or thermo-pane) glass or stoLm 

LllindOLIIS 
.. -·-·-- Other "good LIIOLkmanship", "Lientation" 

VaL1at1on on b. 

c. QUANTITY 0~ AUXILIARY HEAT REQUIRED lNATURAL GAS, 
ELECTRICITY, OR ETC.) USED AS COMPARED TO THE COOLING 
OR HEATING LOAD CAUSED BY THE CLIMATE 
A home would be "eneLgy eff1c1ent" if the home used 
less than ......... lquant~ty) of BL1t1sh TheLma! Un~ts of 



elect~icity a~ natu~al gas fa~ eve~y heating and 
cooling deg~ee day pe~ squa~e foot of living a~ea. 
Va~iation on c. ---·---- --------------
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______ .. d. EFFICIENCY OF HEATING OR COOLING DEUICES USED IN THE 
HOME 
A home would be "ene~gy effic1ent" if the home used 
which of the following methods a~ devices to heat and 
a~ cool the house: 

Elect~1c ~esistance heat whe~e the home gets 100% 
of the kilowatts pu~chased in heat 
Elect~1c heat pump with a Coefficient of 
Pe~fo~mance CCOPJ of Camount). 
A hlgh efflciency natu~al gas fu~nace 
A wood bu~ning stove 
A heat pump fa~ domest1c hot wate~ 
Act1ve sola~ collecto~ panels and system to heat 
the livlnQ space o~ domestic hot wate~ 
Othe~ 

Va~1at1on on a. 

~a. wnat was you~ ma.Jo~ sou~ce of 1nfo~mat1on on ene~gy 
eff1c1ent ~es1dent1al const~uct1on Q£!Q£ to the 
const~uctlon of tn1s home unde~ conside~ation? Rank the 
f1~st 3 1n o~de~ using 1,~. and 3 1n the blank.) 

_ ................. _ .. ___ a. Consume~ I popula~ magazines 
~n~t:: . .; -~£.d-::.!_ b. P~ofessional a~ t~ade magazines 
-.................. ____ ---.... -.. ___ c. Uti 1 i ty company p~og~ams 
.. Q. _______ .. - .. ·----.. --- d. Uni ve~si ty a~ school sponso~ed p~og~ams 
~-~.Q.::J_ ............. --.. --......... e. St~uctu~ed Business I p~ofessional p~og~ams 

CEx.NAHB, A~chitectu~al, Supplie~s) 

~r. .. 9_-:::.! ... -·--------· f. Gove~nmental p~og~ams CEx. Co~po~ation 
Comm., U.S. Depa~tment of Ene~gy) 

_ ---------- g. Building Codes 
1st-~ _ h . Othe~ _ Expe~ i ence 1st -1 A~ch i teet--·--

2b. Did you unde~stand befo~e you const~ucted the subject 
home, how the passive solaL aspects of the design of the 
home could allow the sun to cont~ibute significantly to the 
heating of the home du~ing the winte~? 
Yes ........ £L .. 
No ·---~ -· 

~c. Do you unde~stand 1t now? 
'r'es ·--.. ~----
No 

~a. lt yes to ~b or ~c. wn1ch of tne follow1ng 
Slgnlflcantly contr1buted to tnat understand1ng? Crank the 
f1rst 3 1n o~der us1ng 1,2, ana 3 1n the blank.J 

..... ....... a. Consumer 1 popular magaz1nes 
~n~-2 ~£~~1 .. b. Profess1onal or trade magaz1nes 
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c. Ut1l1ty company pLOgLams 
d. UniveLsity OL school sponsoLed PLOgLams 
e. StLuctuLed Business OL pLofessional pLogLams 

-----··----·--· f. GoveLnmental pLOgLams 
-·-----··--··········· ... g. Building Code 
.lst-:2 ~.n9.-::.? ::.!r:::f!.::::J: .. _ h. Fl["chi tectuLal DLaw~ngs 
!_;st.::-_.;··---· i . OtheL .. _ExpeL ience .... --··--··· ................ ··-·--·-----·-·· ·-··-----····---···· 

3a. Dld you undeLstand befoLe you constLucted the home how 
the passive solaL aspects of the design could pLotect the 
home fLom s~gnlf~cant summeL heat ga1n and thus help Leouce 
the a~L condltlonlng expense? 
Yes . 2. No ~-

~o. Do you unaeLstand ~t now? 
Yes ~ 
No 

3c. lf yes to 3a OL 3b, wh~ch of the following 
s~gn~ficantly contLibuted to that undeLstandlng? CLank the 
flLSt 3 1n OLdeL us~ng 1,2, and 3 in the blank.) 

a. ConsumeL I populaL magazines 
b. PLofesslonal OL tLade magazines 
c. Utility company pLogLams 
d. Un~veLslty OL school sponsoLed pLogLams 
e. StLuctuLed Business OL p["ofessional pLogLams 
f. GoveLnmental pLogLams 
g. Building Code 
h. FILChltectuLal DLawings 
1. OtheL --'~~~- e_s 2d ~-Q~e" ............... -·-··-·-.. -·----·----· 

Cplease llst) 

~. Have you OL youL company eveL constLucted an eneLgy 
eff1c1ent home befoLe constLuct~ng the subject home? 
Yes_~---
No . ~- ... 

lf yes to auest1on ~. How many eneLgy efficient homes have 
you OL youL company constLucted PLiOL to the constLuction 
of tne subject home? .. -·- __ CinseLt the numbs[" 1n the 
Olank) 

~a. Have ~ou been ln the subject home afteL lt was occuo1ed 
ana ope["a t ~ ngr!' 
Yes 2 
No ... ~ ..... 

~o. !f 4es to quest~on Sa, ALe you able to judge the 
the["mal comfo["t of the nome? 
Yes ~ ll lS a bullde["/owneL) 
No -~--- _ 
Sc. If yes to the above question, how would you best 
descLibe the the["mal comfoLt of the subject home when 



compared to other homes you have constructed? 
significantly more comfortable 

.... .!. .... mor-e comfortable 
_.!. ... about the same 

less comfortable 
s1gn1f1cantly less comfortable 
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6. Are you aware of the cost of heat1ng and cool1ng of the 
subject horne? 
Yes ! l also the owner) No ... ~ ..... 

7. Cons1der1ng the costs and benef1ts of the energy 
ett1c1ent construct1on technology empioyed 1n the 
construct1on of tne sub1ect nome, do you cons1der the 
tecnnolog~ any at tne follow1ng: 
a. too d1ff1cu1t to be empioyed 1n any names otner tnan 

custom ou11t names Yes No ~ 

b. too expens1ve to be employed 1n any homes other than 
custom bUllt homes Yes No ~ 

c. enougn at an advantage to use 1n tne construct1on of 
otner homes you are cons1der1ng to bu1ld Yes ~·-No 

d. 1he tecnnology 1s too mucn of an econorn1c r1sk to use 1n 
the construct1on of another horne Yes No ····-·-~·-

~. Are you and others you know satisfied with the exterior 
appearance of the subject home? Check the one that most 
closely descrlbes the sat1sfaction level involved. 

)'_Q~. 01-;.b.~rs. 
no comment 

-~· ver-y sat1sf1ed 
__ ;! ..... moderately satisfied 

moderately dissatisfied 
dissat1sf1ed 

no comment 
-~···· very satisfied 
_ _i_ moderately satisfied 

moderately dissatisfied 
dissat1sfied 

~. Do you v1ew the construction of the passive solar/ 
energy eff1c1ent home a v1sual success? 
Yes ..... j.. No 

10. Do uou v1ew the construct1on of the passive solar I 
energy eff1c1ent nome a f1nanc1al success for tne builder? 
Yes 'i No 

11. uo you v1ew the bu1ld1ng of a pass1ve solar 1 
eff1c1ent nome to be any more or less cornpllcated 

energy 
tnan the 

bulldlno at a convent1ona1 nome? 

Construct len 
J'1nanc1ng 
uea11ng w1th the 

Ut111ty La. 
Deal1ng witn sub

contractors 

11ore 
:),_ 

1 

.•. ~ ...... 

Less Ina ~ame 
. .. ~.-.. ···- ·-·-· 

.. ~ .. --- ....... 

-···g·--·-···· 



12. Do you have any more of a feellng of satlsfactlon or 
accompllshment from hav1ng constructed thls energy 
eff1c1ent home as opposed to a convent1onal home. 
Yes ~ 

No ....... -!, _ 

!3. uo you cons1der the conservat1on of energy 1mportant? 

In ~orne cons~r~pt~on 
~ very 1mportant 
1 moderate!~ 1mportant 

1mportant 

l!J ~~~9m.9Q1J~ sel~c;"!;:~OJ"! 
very 1moortant 

~ moderately 1mportant 
1mportant 
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moaerate!~ un1moortant 
not 1mportant at all 

moderately un1mportant 
.... !. _ not important at all 

1'ia .. 010 lt-eest-much more to construct this home with 
energy eff1c1ent ana passive solar features than it would 
have to bulld the same home in a conventional manner? 
Yes .... ~ .... No 1,. _____ Not a lot --1-.. 

l'ib. If, yes, to the above question, how much more did it 
cost to construct the subject home versus the same home in 
a conventional manner? 

(examples of extra expense would be additional insulation, 
solar equ1pment, Trombe walls, high effic1ency equipment, 
aad1t1onal or higher qual1ty windows) 

15a. Do you feel that there are ways to make energy 
eff1c1ent or passive solar technology less expensive than 
the methods used 1n the subJect home? 
Yes --~ -··· 
No ~-. 

1~0. lf ~es to the above quest1on, please 11st some of the 
maJor ways you feel energy eff1c1ent I pass1ve solar 
technology coula be more cost eftectlve. 

lb. uo you thlnK that the ad01t1onal cost of energy 
eff1c1ent or pass1ve solar technology 1n res1dent1al 
construct1on 1s low enough that 1t should not present a 
f1nanc1al oarr1er to w10e spread tr1al ana usage? 
Yes i 
No 

17a. U1a you secure construct1on financ1ng from any lending 
1nS~ltut1on for thls project? 
Yes .! . No 
-~--the method of payment was done in such a way that 

1nter1m construction financing was not required by the 
builder I contractor 



17n. lf yes to the above quest~on, was the Lena~ng 
lnst~tut~on OfficeL who handled youL constLuct~on loan 
conceLnea ~t the home ~ou weLe constLuct~ng was an eneLgy 
eff'~c~ent home? 
Yes 
NO 1 
!na~tteLent 

17c. u~a uou OL the Lend~ng lnst~tut~on OfficeL v~ew the 
eneLgy eff~c~ency OL passive solaL aspects of the subject 
home as any financ1a1 Lisk? 
Yp!,! Q£ Y..PUt: P..Q!!!~nY. 
Yes 
No . ___ ,;! . 
lndiffeLent 

L~di~ institutiqn 
Yes 
No _J.__ 
IndiffeLent 

OffiCeL 

18a. D~d you have any dealing with the Utility Company 
LepLesentat~ve in OLdBL to COOLdinate OL SeCULB Utility 
seLv1ce foL the subject home? 
Y as .... .!.-... 
No 
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18b. If yes to the above quest~on, was the utility company 
LBpLesentat~ve conceLned ~f the home you weLe constLucting 
was eneLgy efr~c1ent? 
Yes __ ..!._. 
No 
Ina1ffeLent 

lBc. lt ~es to the the above quest~on, dld the ut~l1ty 
compan4 LBpLesentatlve offaL any suggest1ons, ~nstLuct1on, 
OL ~nspect1on 1n OLOBL to a1d ~ou 1n the eneLpy etf~c~ency 
of t:ne su.b.1ect nome~~ 
Yes 
No .. ! .... 

l~a. U1d ~ou nave to ~nstLuct OL Lem1nd youL sub
contLactoLs ~n the methods that weLe to .be employed ~n the 
constLuct~on of th~s eneLgy efflcient I passive solaL home? 
Yes -~·-
No _g. _ 

l~n. WeLe youL sub-contLactoLs coopeLative, helpful, and 
undeLstandlng of youL effoLts to make the subject home 
eneLgy eff1cient? 
Yes ~--
No ... 
lnd~ffeLent 

20a. Do you v~ew the home constLuct1on tLadesmen as having 
leaLned someth1ng about the techniques of eneLgy efficient 
Les~aent1al constLuction sufflcient fLom having been 



1nvo1veo 1n the constructlon of the subject home. 
Yes _ "! . 
No 

~Ub. lt yes to the above quest1on, do you thlnk you, your 
company or the tradesmen 1nvo1ved learned suff1c1ent 
tecnn1ques to be carr1ed over 1nto the construct1on of 
other home, 1.e. was there technology transfer? 
Yes .~ 
No 

~1. lf energy eff1c1ent I pass1ve solar construction 
technology 1s to be learned by the construction trades, 
through what organ1zation or method should be used to 
achieve the technology transfer? Crank thefirst 3 in 
order 1n each category using 1, 2~~·a-nd 3 in~ the blank.) 

Infor-mal 
~!1.9=.! a. Consumer- I popular magaz1nes 

b. Pr-ofessional or- tr-ade magaz1nes 
c. Building Code 

~r!.Q-:.1 3r-_g=-~·-- d. Ar-chitectural Dr-awings 
1 ~~ .:"J:. ?.r:!.t;'t:. ;!,.__ e • 0 t her- ____ .ex per-i e nc e __ .. ___ .... --.. -- -·----.. ·--· --·-·---·-·-· 

Formal 
±.~~.-:-_!. .~r9.:::~ f. Ut1l i ty company pr-ogr-ams 
~D~-:-~ .. - -·--· g. Un1vers1ty or- Uo-Tech school programs 
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}s~-2 ... _ ..... h. Str-uctur-ed 8us1ness 1 profess1onal programs 
(Ex. Nat1onal Assoc1at1on of Home BulldersJ 

1. bover-nmental pr-ogr-ams 
t~x. OKlanoma Cor-por-at1on Comm1ss1onJ 

,L_ J. CJther- "none" 
!..please 11stJ 

l her-eby autnor-1ze the use of my name and I or- the name of 
my company 1n, or 1n connect1on Wlth, the wr-1tten study. 



Ul!LlTY COMPANY QUESTIONNAIRE 

Your name or your company's name will not be used in the 
report unless you specifically grant permission ... 

A. Owner of subject energy efficient home 

~. Home Locat~on 

C. Uti 1 i ty Company Name ---··---··-·· ----·-·--··-······-··-·-··--- ------------····· ··-·-··--·-
::iervlce provided Cgas, electric or propane)··- ... ······-·-·-
Date of ~n1tial serv1ce tnot 1nclud1ng construction 
serv 1 ce J .. . .... ·-······ ·····--·······-· . ·-··. ··--·- _.. ··-··. _ --··-···· ····- --·· .. __ ...... -·---·· ······-···----- _ 
Serv~ce kepresentat1ve's name ......... ························~~~-... ~·-·-················ 
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1. lhere seems to be some contusion as to the definition of 
"energy efficient~ as 1t 1s used describing now well a home 
1s constructed. The bas1s at several different def1n1t1ons 
are snown below, wnicn one more closely coincides with Y9Y£. 
person~! ~efi~~tiPD of H energy efflc~ent"? ~lease check 
tne appropr~ate blank. If your aer1n~t~on varies somewhat 
tram tne given definltlon please wr~te in the your 
detinltion 1n Nvar1at1on" blanK g1ven. 

~ a. DOLLAH AMOUNTS OF UTlLITY BILLS FOR OPERATIONAL COST 
A home would be "energy efficient" 1f the total 
dollar amount of ut1lity bill was below $ _ _100 ____ (2) per 
month. An alternative would be the dollar amount of 
the utility bills as compared to the size of the 
living area of the home, i.e. $_.05_ per square foot 
of living area. If you checked the "a" blank please 
f1ll in a dollar amount in the $ blanks given. 
Variation on a. 

2 _b. AMOUNTS OF INSULATION AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL 
A home would be "energy efficient» if the home has 
wh~ch of the following mater1als: check the 
appropriate items . 
... 2 ___ R-3B ce~l1ng insulation 
_2_2 x ti exterior wall studs w1th R-19 insulation 
3_R-l~ perimeter Cstem wall) Insulation or floor 

1nsu!at1on 
1 1nsulat1ng ldouble or thermo-pane) glass or storm 

WlndOLtJS 
-~ Uther _lhlgh eft1c1ency neat sourceJ 
Varlatlon on b. 

~ c. UUANfllY U~ AUXlLlAkY H~AI k~QUlk~D lNATU~AL GAS, 
~L~ClRlCITY, 0~ ElC.J UbED A~ COMPAHED IO THE COOLING 
Uk H~AilN~ LOAD LAUSED 8Y IH~ CLIMATE 
A nome would be ''energy ef f 1c1ent" 1f the nome used 
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less than ____ ? ______ Cquant~ty) of Br~tish Thermal Units of 
electric~ty or natural gas for every heating and 
cool1ng degree day per square foot of living area. 
Uar iat~on on c. ______ "Too complicated"·-··--·-·---

---~· EfflCIENCY Of HEATING OR COOLING DEUICES USED IN THE 
HOME 
A home would be »energy ~ff~c~ent" 1f the home used 
wh~ch of the follow~ng metnods or devices to heat and 
or coo! tne house: 

Electrlc res~stance heat where the home gets 100r. 
of the k~lowatts purchased 1n neat 
~1ectr1c heat pump w1th a Coeff1c1ent ot 
Performance lCUPJ of (amount). 
A h1qh eff1c1ency natural gas turnace 
A wood ourn1ng stove 
A heat pump for domestlc hot water 
Act1ve solar collector panels and system to heat 
the 11v1ng space or domest1c hot water 
Other 

lPlease llst) 
Uar1at1on on d. 

ca. What was your major source of information on energy 
eff1c1ent res1dent1al construction grigr to the 
construct1on of this home under study? Rank the first 3 in 
order us1ng 1,2, and 3 1n the blank.) 

. ·-···-···-· ····-·····-···--···--·a. Consumer I popular magazines 
2nd-3 b. Professional or trade magazines 
lst-3 c. Utility company programs 
2nd-1 d. Un1versity or school sponsored programs 
3rd-3 e. Structured Buslness/professional programs 

2nd-2 

lst-1 
3rd-l 

CEx.NAHB, Architectural, Builder, Suppliers) 
f. Governmental programs CEx. Corporation 

Comm1ss1on, U.S. Department of Energy) 
g. Bullding Codes 

h. Other "experience" ........ __ .. ··------. _ ........... ·-·· 

co. U10 you understand before the construct1on of the 
suo1ect home, how the pass1ve solar aspects of the des1gn 
of tne home could allow tne sun to contr1oute s1gnif1cantly 
to tne neat1nq of the nome dur1ng the w1nter? 

Yes "± 
No 1. 

cc. Do you understand ~t now? 
Yes 
NO 

cd. lt ~es to co or cc, wh~ch of the rollow1ng 
s~gn1t1cantly contt"lOuted to that understand1ng? Crank the 
f1rst ~ 1n order us1ng 1,~. and 3 ~n the blank.) 



0 .. MOOOOOO o 0 0 000 0 

~nei-l 

lst-3 

a. 
b. 
c. 

Consumer- I popular- magaz1nes 
~r-ofess1onal or- tr-ade magaz1nes 
Ut1l1ty company pr-ogr-ams 
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2nd-l 
::tr-d-~ 

~nd-1 

d. 
e. 
t . 

Un1ver-s1ty or- school sponsor-ed pr-ogr-ams 
~tr-uctur-ed Bus1nessl pr-ofessional pr-ogr-ams 
bovernmental progr-ams 

q. tju1ld1ng Code 
3r-d-! h. Arcnltectura! Dr-aw1ngs 
lst-1 1 . Other- Experience _ 

lplease 11stJ 

~a. U10 uou under-stand befor-e you constructed the home how 
the pass1ve solar- aspects or the des1gn could protect the 
home tr-om s1gn1f1cant summer- heat ga1n and thus help r-educe 
tne a1r cond1t1on1ng expense? 

Yes 'f 
No 1 

3b. Do you understand 1t now? 
Yes 
No 

3c. If yes to 3a or 3b, wh1ch of the following 
s1gn1f1cantly contributed to that under-standing? Cr-ank the 
f1rst 3 1n order using 1,2, and 3 in the blank.) 

a. Consumer I popular magazines 
b. Professional or trade magaz1nes 
c. Utility company progr-ams 
d. Univers1ty or school sponsor-ed programs 
e. Structured Bus1ness or pr-ofess1onal pr-ogr-ams 
f. Governmental progr-ams 
g. Build1ng Code 
h. Arch1tectural Ur-aw1ngs 
1. Otner- "same as ~d» 

'fa. uoes 40ur companu nave a method of r-at1ng the energy 
eff1c1ency of a nome? 

Yes ~ 

No 

~b. !t 4es to quest1on ~a. wnat best descr1bes the energy 
r-at1ng system used? 

3 based on the ~ner-gy Aud!t system 
2 _based on total load pred1ct1ons 

basea on load per square foot predict1ons 
based on actual usage after home has been in use 
Other, Please descr-1be the r-at1ng system 

~c. ~!ease !1st the energy use for the subject home since 
the beg1nn1ng of the service, 1f possible. prov1de at 
least the last 12 months of energy use. Provide figur-e for 
quant1ty use and total dollar cost. 

Cquant1 ty) Ccost) 
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~a. How woula ~ou Late the suoject home foL eneLgy 
eff1c1ency compaLed to otneL names seLved by youL company? 

3 mucn less eneLgy consumpt1on tnan aveLage 
.. less eneLgy consumpt1on than aveLage 

2 aveLage eneLgy consumpt1on 
moLe eneLgy consumpt1on than aveLage 
mucn moLe eneLgy consumpt1on than aveLage 

~e. Please state a peLcentage of eneLgy sav1ng foL the 
su01ect nome? 

Sa. Has YOUL company eveL PLOVided eneLgy to an eneLgy 
effic1ent home befoLe the subject home~ 

Yes __ 5 -··- ··-
No 

Sb. If yes to question Sa, How many eneLgy efficient homes 
has youL company PLOVlded seLvice to PLiOL the subject 
home? CinseLt the numbeL 1n the blank) 

ca. Have you been 1n the subject home afteL it was occupied 
ana opeLat1 ng'? 

Yes 1 
No 'i 

bb. !t yes to tne ba, now woula you best aescLlbe the 
theLmal comfoLt of tne sub.Ject nome wnen compaLed to etheL 
homes'? 

s1gnlr1cantly moLe comtoLtaOle 
moLe comfoLtable 
aoout tne same 
less comfoLtaole 
s1gnlt1cantly less comfoLtable 

1 not aole to .Juage 

1. Lons1aeL1ng the costs ana benef1ts of the eneLgy 
etf1c1ent constLuct1on technology employed in the 
constLuct1on of the subject home, do you consideL the 
technology any of the following: 

a. too a1ff1cult to be employed in any homes etheL than 
custom built homes Yes No __ ~ __ 

b. too expens1ve to be employed in any homes otheL than 
custom bull t homes Yes No -~---

c. enough of an advantage to use in the constLuction or 
otheL homes you aLe cons1aeLing to build Yes ---~-
No 

d. The technology 1s too much of an economic LlSk to use 
1n the constLuct1on of anotheL home Yes No _ ~--



~. uo ~ou v1ew the const~uct1on of the pass1ve sola~ I 
ene~gy eft1c1ent home as an effect1ve means to ~educe 
utlllty company peak load demand. 

Yes '± 
No 1 
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s. Uo you v1ew the deal1ng w1th the owne~·s o~ builde~s of 
a passive sola~ I ene~gy eff1cient homes to be any mo~e o~ 
less compl'icated than those of the conventional home? 

Mo~e Less The Same 
Hu1lde~ _2___ ___ __2 _____ _ 
Owne~ _2____ _2 ___ _ 

10. Do you conside~ the 
I pass1ve sola~ home to 
catego~1es? 

const~uction of an ene~gy efficient 
be a ~isk in any or the following 

Uisual F1nanc1al Social 
Yes 
No 

___ 1_"could be" 
_____ 3 __ 

1 "somewhat" 
_3 ___ ·- __ '"±_ .. 

11. Do you cons1ae~ the conse~vat1on of ene~gy 1mpo~tant? 

!n bo~~ ~QP~~r4~~~9n 
b very 1mportant 

.mode~ate14 1mportant 
1mpo~tant 

mode~atel4 un1mpo~tant 

not 1mpo~tant at all 

! n ~~-~Q!!IQQ;i. . .J,~ ~~,l:~ct.!P'l 
__ 1 ___ .. very 1mpo~tant 
-~-- mode~ately 1mpo~tant 

_e._-·· 1mpo~tant 
mode~ately un1mportant 
not 1mpo~tant at all 

l~. Oo you th1nk that the addltional cost or ene~gy 
eff1c1ent or pass1ve sola~ technology 1n residential 
construct1on 1s low enough that it should not present a 
t1nanc1a1 bar~1er to w1de spread tr1al and usage? 

Yes -~ "should not be but pe~ception exists" 
No .... 2 .... __ _ 

13a. Do you deal w1th builde~s and owne~s of new houses 
when they sign up fo~ initial se~vice? 

Vas ... __ '"± __ 
No 

13b. If yes to 13a, do you or your company offer to teach 
the owne~s or builde~s of new homes how to construct the 
new home to be mo~e ene~gy efficient? 

Yes ___ 3 __ _ 
No 2 

1'ia. Do you, o~ does someone from you~ company, inspect new 
homes unde~ const~uction to p~ov1de guidance on how to 
const~uct mo~e ene~gy eff1c1ent homes to the bu1lde~s or 
OI.1.Jners? 

Yes '± 
No 
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l~b. If you have answered yes to 13b or l~a, Have you found 
the .PY.~.lQ.~~.§. to be receptive and willing to learn 
techn~ques of energy efficient construction. 

V. es ..... '"± ..........• 
No Not able to judge ....... .l-····--

. lY:c. If you have answered yes to 13b or lY:a, Have you found 
the QW.'Jt;:II .. ~ to be receptive and will~ng to learn techniques 
of energy efflcient construct~on. 

Yes .3 
No Not able to Judge ..... 2 ....... . 

lSa. If energy eff~clent I oassive solar construction 
technology ~s to be learned by the construct1on trades, 
through wnat organ1zat1on or method should be used to 
BChleve the technology transfer? (rank the r1rst ~ in 
order 1n eacn category us1ng 1,2, and~ 1n the blank.) 

lntarmal 
~ro-1 a. Consumer 1 popular maqaz~nes 
lst-3 3rd-1 b. Profess1onal or trade magaz1nes 
3rd-1 c. ~u11d1nq Lode 
lst-1 ~no-~ 3rd-1 d. Archltectural uraw1ngs 
lst-1 ~na-2 e. Other "consumer demand 

rormal 
lst-.:j ~na-1 
lst-1 2nd-e 
1st-! cnd-1 

cno-1 3rd-1 

j. Other 

lplease llst) 

f. Ut1l1ty company programs 
3rd-1 g. University or Uo-Tech school programs 
3rd-2 h. Structured Business or professional 

programs <Ex. NAHB) 
1. Governmental programs <Ex. Oklahoma 

Corporation Commission) 

(please list) 

I hereby authorize the use of my name and I or the name of 
my company in, or in connection with, the written study. 



LENDING !NSTI1UTION OffiCER QUESTIONNAIRE 

Your name w~ 11 QQ.!; .. be used in the t"epot"t unless you 
spec~f~cally grant pet"m~ss~on .... 
A. Ownet" of the Energy Eff~c~ent home undet" Cons~deration 
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B. Home Locat~on ...... ·-·-- ............................. ····-······-·--···· .... ·-····- .......... __ .. , ___ ...................... ··-··-----. ·----.. . 
C . Bu ~ .Lc11 nq contt"actot" OJ:" Home Bu 11 det" ...... .. ........ ... ..... .. ... . . . .. .. .. ···--- .............. . 
D. Lend1ng .1 nstl tution -·-.. ·-·- .. ·-··-·------.... ··-··-·----·--· ·----·-·-· ··-········---·---... . .. .. .. ......... ·-·--· 

Uttlcet"'s name and t~tle 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
la. At"e uou 1n a pos~t~on to appt"ove OJ:" d~sapprove 
constt"uct~on and new nome mot"tgage loans? 
~ Yes lw~tn comm~ttee appt"ovalJ 

No 

10. befo~e ffl6klng 6 lo6n do you, at" does somacna w1th the 
1nst1tuticn, rav1aw bu1lding plans cr the prcpcsed heme tc 
be constt"ucted? 
~ Yes (3 at"e done by outside consultants) 

No 

If yes, what ~s the pt"imat"y put"pose of the plan J:"eview? 
Please t"ank 1,2,3-(1 is most impot"tant) 
!E.£.=~ ..... _To establish value 
2nd-~ To establlsh size <cost pet" sq.ft.) 
~t"q-~ __ To establish enet"gy efficiency C2 R-value only 

lc. Befot"e maklng a loan do you OJ:" someone with the 
instltution figut"e the pt"obable cash flow of the loan 
appl~cant? 

._'!_Yes 
No 

ld. If yes to quest~on lc, does the ~nst~tut~on considet" 
Pt"Obaole enet"gy OJ:" util~ty cost of the J:"es~dence ~n the cash 
flow calculat~ons? 

2 Yes lenet"gy eff. home lowet"s l~v~ng expense allowance) 
~ No 

le. If yes to quest~on ld, wn1ch of the follow~ng methods 
cest desct"~Ces how tn~s ~s done: 

a. A flat ut~l~ty cost lS tlQUJ:"ed fat" all homes. 
o. A per square foot multlPller is used for all homes. 
c. rne local utlllty company lS asked to approx1mate the 

monthlU utillty cost for each home. 
1 d. The owner or bullder are asked to approximate the 

monthly ut1l1ty cost for each home. 
1 e. Other 



lf. ~nergy costs were a factor on the approval of the the 
loan for the subject home. 
_,:!_,Yes 
. ;!_No 
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2. Are loans ever turned down or not made on a home for any 
of the following reaeone? Check a6 many a6 ar-e applioablB, 
__ Q __ lhe home will cost too much to maintain 
_Q __ The projected utility costs are too high 
_j_ .. The home "look" or appearance is not of broad enough 

appeal to resell if the loan goes 1nto default. 
~.Ihe home presents some f1nancial r1sk because of the 

technology used 1n construct1on. 
~-Ihe nome oresents some "soc1al" r1sk.Clocat1on 1mportantl 

.. ~ .... The nome does not have a furnace .ldependable neat source)--- -
Other reason hav1ng to do w1th the appearance or 
technology used 1n the construction of the home. 

~a. Do 40u reel there 1s more, or less f1nanc1al r1sk 
1nvolved 1n mak1ng a loan on an energy eff1cient home? 

More -~ _ ~ame 
~ Less ~. Not aole to Judge 

~b. uo you or does the 1nstitut1on usually know the energy 
eff1c1ency of the homes on whlch 1t makes loans? 
.~.Yes 
~ No 

~. Does the lending institution have trouble Clate payments 
or foreclosure) w1th any home loans because of rising energy 
costs? 
.. !;..Yes 
-~--No 

. ...!=..~~--number or percentage 
1-"no figures, but !! factor" 

5. There seems to be some confusion as to the definition of 
"energy efficient" as it 1s used to describe how well a 
house is constructed. Which of the following definitions 
more closely coincides with your personal definition of 
"energy effic1ent"'? Please check the appropriate blank. If 
your defin1t1on var1es somewhat from the given definition, 
please write in your def1n1tion in the "variation" 
blank given. 

-~-a. DOLLAR AMOUNIS Of UTILITY BILLS FOH OPERATIONAL COST 
A home would be "energy efflcient" 1f the total 
dollar amount of ut111ty tnlls was below $ ~.QQ~~Q~. 
An a1ternat1ve would be the dollar amount of the 
ut1!1ty bl11s as compared to the s1ze of the home, 
1.e. $ _ . per square foot of 11v1ng area 
•• if you checked the ha~ blank please f1ll 1n a 
dollar amount 1n the blanks g1ven. 



_ .. ;!._b. AMOUNTS OF INSULATION AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL 
QUALITY 
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A home would be "anergy affic1ant" if the home has the 
which of the following materials: check the items are 
appropr1ata for your definition. 
-·~·-····· R-38 ceiling 1nsulation, 
~. ___ 2 x 6 axtar1or wall studs w1th R-19 1nsulat1on 
.. ! .. _ ~-1~ par1matar 1nsulat1on below the floor around 

the outs1da per1mater of the liv1ng space tstam 
wall 1nsulation or floor 1nsulat1on), 

.A ...... _ .... Has double l tharmo-panaJ or storm w1ndows 
·--· ~as thermo-break aluminum or wood window frames 
~ ...... Other ."Heat pump 1r no natural gas" .......... ----·----·----·---.. - .. 

Uar1at1on on b. 

c. QUANTITY Of AUXILIARY HEAT REQUIRED (NATURAL GAS, 
ELeCT~!CITY, OR ETC.J USED, AS COMPARED TO THE COOLING 
OR HEATING LOAD CAUSED BY THE WEATHER 
A home would be "energy efficient" if it used less 
than -·-· _____ (quantity) British Thermal Units of 
electricity or natural gas for every heating and 
cool1ng degree day, i.e. BTU per square foot per 
haat1ng or cooling degree day. 
Uariation on c. ---·-·------------------

-·-·-d. EFFICIENCY OF HEATING OR COOLING DEUICES USED IN THE 
HOME 
A home would be "energy efficient" if the home used 
wh1ch of the following methods or devices to heat 
and I or cool the house: 
_ ........ _Elactrlc resistance heat Ctha home gats to usa 100% 
of the kilowatts purchased in heat) 
__ .Electrlc heat pump w1th a Coefficient of 
performance above ---·-·----· (state the amount, ex. 2. 5) 

A wood burn1ng stove 
A ground loop lwater to a1r) heat pump 
A heat pump ror heat1ng domest1c hot water 
Act1ve solar panels and system to heat the space 
or domestlc hot water 
Other 

Uar1at1on on d. 

b. what 1s your ma.1or source of 1nformat1on on energy 
ett1c1ent res1aent1al construct1on? (ranK the f1rst 3 1n 
OLder us1ng 1,~. and 3 1n the blank. NumbeL 1 1s the most 
1mportant.J 
:!.~.1;-;1. ~.r9::.! a. Consumer 1 popular magaz1nes 
1~~~1 ~DQ~! b. Profess1onal or trade magaz1nes 
~.'!1.9::!. ~£9.-~. c. ut1l1ty company programs 
~.!19:-;1. _____ ........... d. Un1 vers1 ty or school sponsored programs 
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e. Structured Hus1ness or profess1onal programs 
(Archltectural, Bullder, Suppllers) 

2m:~.::! __ 
0 

f. Governmental programs CExample: Corporat1on 
Comm1ss1on) 

g. 8u1ld1ng Codes 
h . LJther .. . .._ .......... _ ... 

J. Uo you unoerstand how the pass1ve solar aspects of the 
des1gn of a home could allow the sun to contribute 
s1gnlf1cantly to the heating of your home in winter? 

,1 ... ~ .... --Yes ..... !.. .. Read about it 
.. ! ..... _No 

Ba. If yes to 6, which of the following significantly 
contributed 
.lst.=.l 3r:-d-!. 
2nd-~·-···-·--
~I:.Q-1 ____ _ 
~nd-!._ ... ____ ...... 
;1,rd-1. !~t-.J. 

to that understanding? 
a. Consumer I popular magazines 
b. Profess1onal or trade magazines 
c. utility company programs 
d. Univers1ty or school sponsored programs 
e. Bus1ness or professional programs 

(Architectural, Builder, Suppliers) 
Governmental programs CExample: Corporation .9.. ---- ................. ·--- .. f . 
Comm1ss1on) 

.. Q ..... - ...... ··-· .... ... ... .. g . U 1 s 1 t 1 ng the sub .1 act home 

.! ....................... h. Other .... "fr1end who se.1.1s solar equip"_ ....... -·-·--.. ·--· 

~b. Do you understand how the pass1ve solar aspects of the 
des1gn of a home could orotect a home from sign1ficant 
summer heat ga1n and thus help to reduce your a1r 
cond1t1on1ng expenses? 
# .Yes .. ~. kead about it 
;~,,No 

~c. wn1cn of the to11ow1ng s1gn1f1cantly contrlbuted to that 
understandlng? lranK the f1rst 3 1n order using 1,2, and 3 
1n the b.l.anK. Number 1 1s the most 1mportant,) 
~~~~~ Jt:"~-~ a. Consumer I popular magazines 
~n~-:-~ ............ b. Profess1onal or trade magaz1nes 
~rg::1---·-·-........... c. ut1l1 ty company programs 
2ng-1 .......... _ ....... __ d. Univers1ty or school sponsored programs 
~.r..P.::J !§~::..!. e. Bus1ness or professional programs 

(Architectural, Builder, Suppliers 
.... Q. ..•... , _____ ..... f. Gpvernmental programs CEx: Corporation Comm.) 
.. Q ........ - ... -···-- --.. g. Uis1 ting the subject home 
_,! ___ .............. -....... - .... h. Other "friend" 

10. Considering the costs and benef1ts of the energy 
eff1c1ent technology employed in the construction of the 
subject home, do you consider the technology any of the 
follow1ng: 



a. too a~tt~cult to be employed ~n any homes other than 
custom bu~lt homes 

Yes 
·--~---_No 

..... ! ...... Not ~n a pes~ t~on to judge 
b. too expensive to be employed in any homes except 

custom built homes 
.. _.! _____ Yes 
-~No 
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c. enough of an advantage to construct other homes you might 
be bu1ld~ng to use the same technology. 
-~-..... )'as .... ______ _No 
_! __ Not in a pos~tion to judge 

d. The use of the technology is too much of an economic r~sk 
to use in the construction of other homes . 
.... ! .. ___ Yes "sl~ghtly larger ~nitial 1nvestment" 
...... ~ ____ No 

11. Are you and are otners sat~sf~ed w1th the exterior 
appearance of the subJect home? ChecK the one that most 
closely aescr~bes your sat~sfact~on level, and the 
sat~sract1on level of others you m~ght have spoken w~th 
concern1ng the nome. 

Y..Q.IJ 
~ very sat~sfled 

moderately satisf1ed 
sat~st1ea 

moderately dlssatlSfled 
OlSSatlSfled 

~ no comment-have not seen 

Q.tb.~.r..§ 
.. ~. very sat1sf1ed 

moderately sat1sf1ed 
sat1st1ed 
moderately d1ssat1sfied 
dlssat~sfied 

... ~_.... no comments 

lc. Do you v1ew the construct1on of the subject passive 
solar I energy eff1cient home a visual success? 
.. A .. Yes 

No 
-~ .. Unable to judge 

1~. The subject home is heated using . The subject 
home 1s cooled using and electric __________ system. The 
energy costs for the subject home are $ ______ /month or 
$ _______ per month per sq. ft. How does either figure compare 
w~th other homes with which you are familiar? 

__ very much h1gher 
........ ___ hlgher 

about the same 
-~---lower 
~ .. very much lower 

1~. Uo you v1ew bu1ld1ng a pass1ve solar 1 energy eff1c1ent 
home to be any more/less compl1cated than tne build~ng of a 
convent1ona1 nome? 



In Construction 
In F1nanc1ng 
In Dealing with the 

Ut1l1ty Co. 

More 

-··L-
---1---·· 

-· ___ .. __ 

Less 
-----
------.. -

.... -·-··-·-···· ... 

The Same 

-~---
_ __J_ 

--~···-·-·--

15. uo you see any soc1al r:1sk 1n build1ng a home such as 
the sub1ect home, 1.e. us1ng pass1ve solar or energy 
eff1c1ent constr:uct1on technology? 

Yes ?... No 
~ . ~llght llocat1on specflc) 

lb. uo ~ou cons10er: the conser:vat1on ot energy 1mpor:tant? 
Check the clank next to the words that best aescr1be your; 
level ot 1mpor:tance. 

~ n .liQffi~. i;t:JD.~.~.P-!.9t.J,.c;;uJ 
3 very 1mpor:tant 

moaer:ately 1mpor:tant 
1 1moor:tant 

moderately un1mpor:tant 
not 1mpor:tant at all 

ln ~.L!1~.Q'!lPQ.:!:!E?. S~.l,_~c~.±gn 
~-- very 1mpor:tant 

moaer:ately 1mpor:tant 
. -~ . 1mpor:tant 

moderately un1mpor:tant 
not 1mpor:tant at all 

11. Do you cons1der pass1ve solar or energy efficient 
res10ent1a1 construction to be cost effective? 

':!.... Yes 
No 

lti. Do you th1nk that the addit1onal cost of energy 
eff1c1ent I passive solar technology in residential 
construction is low enough that it should not present a 
financial barrier to w1de spread trial and usage? 
.... ~. __ Yes 
...... __ No .... ! __ _Not ab 1 e to Judge 

lSa. Have you ever been 1n the subject home after it was 
occup1ed and oper:atlng? 
--~---·-Yes 
-~······No 

l~b. lf yes to 1Sa, Are you able to judge the thermal 
comfort or the nome? 

Yes 
.'t. NO 
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1~c. lt ~es to 1~0. now woula you best descr1be the thermal 
comfort of the subject home wnen compared to other names 
w1tn wn1ch you are acqua1ntea? 

s1gnlf1cantly more comfortable 
more comtortable 
aoout the same 
less comfortable 
s1gn1f1cantly less comfortable 



20. Do you o~ someone Wlth the 1nstltut1on encou~age the 
loan appl1cants to const~uct ene~gy eff1c1ent homes? 

..;! Yes 
4: ..... No 

~1. Do you v1ew the ene~gy eff1c1ency o~ pass1ve sola~ 
technology used 1n the subject home as a f1nancial ~1sk? 

1. Yes 
~.NO 
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~~. Uo ~ou th1nK 1t 1s posslble to have an ene~gy eff1c1ent, 
1nexpens1ve home? 
~ . Yes 

No 1 Not able to Judge 

~3.Uo you thlnk the~e should be mo~e ene~gy efficient homes 
avallable ufo~ salen on the ma~ket? 
_'*., ... Yes 

No 

2~. If the~e a~e to be mo~e ene~gy efficient homes 
const~ucted, on which decision make~s should education 
effo~ts be focused? CRank 1,2,3,~) 1 is the most impo~tant 
1st-.~ ~!IQ.:-.~ ...... _.Bui lde~s 
.!.§.t.=~ ~.nd -2 __ Home Owne~s 
~.~Q:-.~ ..... ------·----...... Mo~tgage Banke~s/ loan off ice~s 
j1;.tt:~ .. - .. - ...................... - ..... Uti 1 i ty Company 

2~. If ene~gy eff1c1ent I pass1ve sola~ const~uct1on 
technology 15 to be lea~ned by the pe~sons involved w1th the 
ene~gy eff1c1ent const~uct1on technology, th~ough which 
o~gan1zat1on o~ method should be used to achieve the 
technology t~ansfe~? lHanK the fl~st 3 1n o~de~ in each 
catego~y us1ng 1,2,3, 1n the blank.) 

J.nfo~mal 

~ .. !1Q::~.. . ..... a. Consume~ 1 popula~ magaz1 nes 
l~t-1 2n~-~ ~r~-1_. ~. P~ofess1ona1 o~ t~ade magaz1nes 
~~~-2 c. tiUlldlng Codes 
lst-1 ~~~-3 d. A~Chltectu~al D~aw1ngs 
2n~-1 e. Uthe~ Lendlng Instut1ons 

t•o~mal 

~rg~~.. ..... ... f. Ut1l1ty company p~og~ams 
~~ . .'~:-!. 2.m:;t,~) ... _,, ____ g. Unive~sl ty o~ Vo-Tech sponso~ed p~og~ams 
;J,.§t;=J ~nc;l-:-! ·- ........ h. St~uctu~ed Bus1 ness o~ p~ofess1onal 

p~og~ams lExample: NAHB) 
lst-1 ......................... 1. 6ove~nmental P~og~ams 

(Example: Oklahoma Co~po~at1on Commission) 
........... 1· Othe~ .. --........ - ........ ----·-----........... ----· .. ---------· 

I he~eby autho~1ze the use of my name and I o~ the name of 
my company 1n the w~1tten study. 
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